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Foreword
Hello!
I supplied a draft of this eBook to, and then
engaged in discussions with a friend that I respect
in the Monetary Reform movement, one of the few I
believe that truly 'gets' it.
"Money," he says "is socially defined."
This is true, for clearly we can choose to use
anything that we like as a form of money. The USD,
an IOU or Barter Dollar are all forms of money . . .
but what IS money, REALLY?
The textbooks say that it is a three-fold storage of value; a unit of measurement and a means
by which to trade. But this is impossible for these concepts are mutually exclusive - a function
and a definition are totally different things. This definition may be popular but it is confusing
and illogical, thus setting us up for confusion and a major delusion.
My friend is an expert in the Alternative Currency space tells us straight, "We are seriously
stupid to use the same instrument for both store of value and medium of exchange!"

"We are seriously stupid to use the same instrument
for both store of value and medium of exchange!"

In this eBook I explain why this faulty concept that money is a commodity lies at the heart of
many failures from the Monetary Reformers
"Storing value can be done with any commodity [but] 'Money' should be focused on
the medium of exchange function. Then ... money need have no intrinsic value and is
more like an accounting unit than a commodity."
This is important and if there is only one understanding that should be gleaned from this
eBook, then this is it. Money IS not a commodity, with intrinsic value. It must always be
viewed in context - that is, as my friend puts it, "an accounting unit".
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The consequences of this deception are that others can take advantage of this situation and
restrict the supply of money, and profit from it. I share more in the eBook but listen to how my
friend puts it:
"The power of interest is only possible because there is [apparently] so little money.
Therefore money is borrowed into existence only with permission of banks. Thus
banks have massive political power but also power to collect interest on 97% [noncash percentage] of the money."
He gets it.
Hopefully you too, after having read this eBook, not only 'get' it, but you will have an excellent
understanding of the Mistakes of the Monetary Reformers.
Learn from them as you push through with your business, no matter how involved you are
with making the world a better place with Alternative Currencies.

Dennis A. Smith
16 March 2015
SAMOA
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POST 1 - The Big Mistakes
In this series of posts I detail the mistakes that I have observed within the Monetary Reform &
Alternative Currency sectors.
I see some intelligent, well-meaning, passionate and hard-working people but ultimately many
are chasing the wind. I base much of my negative analysis here (listing the ‘mistakes’) on my
positive prescription for a Perfect Traders Currency.
These posts build on each other to complete the free downloadable eBook, “Mistakes of the
Monetary Reformers”1.
Preamble
Don’t be offended if you’re condemned by these posts, because as always, I design them to
be educational, even if somewhat direct! Don’t give up either saying “Impossible!” when it
comes to implementation for some of the principles I share are totally contrary to mainstream
teaching. I DO finish with a practical solution and practical examples to every point I make!
The US has $18.1 trillion in official debt and $42 trillion in unfunded liabilities. The USD is
losing its place as the Reserve Currency of the world and every country in the world is in
debt. Something is clearly wrong and the Monetary Reform movement has arisen to the
challenge.
There’s a quite large and growing movement around the globe, one that seems to me to have
a united ‘enemy’ (the status quo, aka The Powers That Be [TPTB]) but there are a wide
variety of uncoordinated approaches to dealing with and viewing that perceived ‘enemy’.
Monetary Reformers have some shining lights but also a bunch of wannabes, talkers and
hangers-on. The Alternative Currency sector has a few characters with a ‘name and a
following’ and a truckload of others all doing their bit.

the [message is] – change is desirable
Quite frankly I’ve love to have this sector as an enemy for all its disjointedness, lack of
cohesion, partial knowledge, and big egos easily popped, except for one thing, I too am
opinionated and I’m definitely a part of it! Hopefully you will benefit from these posts.
Whatever the case, Goldbugs or Cryptos, Austrians or Keynesians, Public Money or Private
Money, Community Currency advocates or Commercial Barter operations, their [our] words
and messages are pretty much all along the lines that, “The system is broken!” and “A crash
is inevitable” and “interest-bearing, debt-based fiat currencies are unsustainable” which are
all essentially negative. Sometimes you get the, “There is a better way”, which is more of a
positive angle to the problem but it’s the same message at it’s core – that change is
desirable.

1

http://www.dennis.co.nz/books-publications/
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Some approach the subject from a technical, mathematical or financial angle and others take
the moral approach using religion or philosophical arguments. At the end of the day though
when boiled down, all wars are over and about money (which represents power).
Those who issue and control money (commodity money that is) of course have the power, so
the monetary systems we all choose to use determines who wins and in the end pockets the
gold – it’s really quite that simple!
1. The BIG Deception that Money is a Commodity
No matter what people say or do, or try to do, money is always at its core a credit (or looking
at it the other way, a liability or debt). Yes, of course this credit/debt can be REPRESENTED
by a commodity such as gold, a coin or a stock/bond but viewing and treating money as a
thing in and of itself is a mistake.
It’s THE biggest deception within economics.
When the money is presented and packaged as a commodity (which it is by most banks,
financial institutions, politicians, the media, businesses, financial advisors, economists and so
on) it certainly APPEARS as a commodity, so then of course if it is PERCEIVED as a
commodity, in practice it BECOMES a commodity – having a life, value and characteristics of
its own – but this is a dangerous temptation and has become a widespread deception.
When viewing money as a commodity we’re only looking at half the story. We’re taking
someTHING [the coin for example] totally out of context and making it someTHING that it
isn’t.

“controlling the money supply” is the dead give-away [of] error
All mainstream economic theory (regardless of whether it be Austrian economics or
Keynesian economics) essentially treats money as if it is a commodity – something that has a
“controllable”, yes incredibly, they say without even batting an eyelid, a “finite supply”. Modern
economics is the study of money matters with this paradigm a ‘given’. Hearing words along
the lines of “controlling the money supply” is the dead give-away that error is occurring.
This is all a total deception, because they (TPTB) are actually taking a true form of money
(some form of Credit) and ‘packaging’ it as ‘money’ in and of itself to turn it into a commodity
– to then be issued, valued, used, owned and controlled. This deception is only possible by
totally removing one side of the (Debit/Credit) money equation . . . actually just hiding it – and
they (the politicians, bankers and financial industry) do this actively.
Hiding this debt aspect of money is done deliberately for good reason, because this enables
those who issue it to control it; they appear to then own it; if they appear to own it then they
can manipulate it, and of course . . . profit from it!
And they do . . . printing ‘funny money’, pocketing that ‘funny money’, deriving derivitives from
their ‘funny money’, making more ‘funny money’ from charging interest on their ‘funny
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money’, converting their ‘funny money’ into real goods and power and in the process getting
the whole world into bigger and bigger debt . . .
. . . and this all through the simple deception that ‘funny money’ is something real, tangible,
i.e. a commodity.
Hmmmm!
Few are those who ‘get it’, but the correct definition of money is that “true money is only
ever a record of a half-completed transaction”. That’s it! Forget the classical textbooks
and their confusing definitions that combine mutually exclusive concepts (logical fallacies2, as
I mention in my assessment of Gradido currency).
The idea that money is a store of value is false. That’s not what money IS, that’s what it
DOES.
The idea that money is an enabler of trade (a means of trade) is also false. That’s a
description of a FUNCTION and is what it ACHIEVES, not what it IS.
The definition I have given here (and which I have and will repeat ad infinitum) is the only
correct and complete definition of true money.3
Now while Mutual Credit advocates generally understand this and get it partially right4, many
others in the Monetary Reform and Alternative Currency communities make this fundamental
error – they still perceive money to be a commodity, and are therefore deceived right at the
outset of their endeavours.

true money is only ever a record of a half-completed transaction
Anything (like a currency) that is or could be “issued” BY somebody or someone is being
treated like a commodity when it is subjected to a control process. Remove the perception
that money is a commodity and you end up with simply . . . a MEASUREMENT of debt.
2

http://www.dennis.co.nz/2015/03/book-review-gradido/
As an aside, I have a friend highly experienced in this sector who agreed with and liked this definition but he
recently took issue with me on my supreme confidence in defining it saying:
"we need to be wary of proclaiming what ‘true’ money is any more than we would proclaim what what ‘true’
love is – no-one has the authority to do that."
I believe that he’s wrong. If there is such a thing as absolute truth, right and wrong (which logically there must
be) anyone surely has the authority to identify it. As commentators though, we only have credibility as far as
we have done the research, identified the issues, made an intelligent assessment and spoken the truth for
what it is. I’ll be sure to alter my assessment if I’ve missed something or got something wrong but at this point,
I’m totally convinced this is THE correct definition of money. BTW, I’m not the first or only one to define money
this way by any means!
4
Mutual Credit systems are a form of pure money that recognises the true nature of it, but in their
implementation most try to manage the money supply through super-imposed credit restrictions and thus push
their economic solutions back closer to the mainstream Bankers’ one. Developing a currency is working on a
continuum with multiples of issues – it’s not a right/wrong, black/white matter.
There is no easily or clearly defined point at which MC becomes non-MC on this continuum from say, a small
group of Greenies in the back-blocks of rural Samoa to the government sponsored, Central Bank issued credit
currency of the USA, so in a sense all credit systems are ‘Mutual’ even if, as the pig says, “Some of us are
more equal that others!” The key point though is the DEBT/CREDIT aspect of money.
3
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Out the other way, debt is ALWAYS generated at the point that money is issued/created and
no amount of fudging, deception or obfuscation can change this self-evident reality.
The deception is that we can have something tangible (which in this case is what a
commodity really means) and call it money (no matter whether it is a USD note or a physical
Penny or a digital Bitcoin), without reference to or consideration of that underlying debt.
So . . . any currency that has perceived value in and of itself is simply another version of
Tulips; a Ponzi scheme of some sort; a deception awaiting a rude awakening and most likely
something unsustainable, immoral, ungodly or worse. Even if it is not yet in that category it is
likely to eventually end up there due to human nature.
This BTW is the primary failing of all crypto-currencies that treat a digital coin as an asset
AND why all participants in that massive global Ponzi scam called Legal Tender currencies
with a global industry of derivatives that has reached totally inconceivable proportions will
learn the hard way that money is not a commodity. It is a record of debt.

the Central Banks [conceal] the true nature of … [money]
When the Central Banks and their private business interests collude with the global political
powers (which they do, as many are starting to realise) they do this to protect the status quo
by concealing the true nature of the global monetary system, which of course is entirely debtbased.5
More people are extracting themselves from the deception to some extent – that is true – and
many are learning of the size of the debt that their governments are incurring, but few go all
the way and truly understand the true nature of money. Many are learning who the private
interests are behind the scenes (which is great), and more are finding the true size of that
debt (even better) but rare is it for people to understand the significance of the fact that
money is only simply a record of a transaction, in fact just HALF of a transaction! I have
observed that those who grasp this basic understanding can have a profound breakthrough
and be increasingly empowered when they then dig, think and dare to take things through to
their full conclusion. The doors can really open for them!
Proponents of Mutual Credit (which is a pure form of true money) DO often ‘get it’. They
understand that when I trade A for B and someone else buys B for C that there is still a debt
(this is always represented as ‘money’), which is then cancelled out when C is traded for A.
This is true economics, and the money (which is used in the practical sense of enabling the
trade to occur in society) is totally cancelled out on clearance of that debt to the issuer.
Again this is very simple – money is simply a record of that half completed transaction.
Money (the record of the debit/credit) dissolves when the transaction is completed.

5

Establishing who the global debt is owed to is revealing but threatening. It’s one thing to work out that we are
all in debt but it’s quite another to establish who we are indebted to. It’s even more sobering to establish their
nature and intent, which according to your belief systems touches on the spiritual. My take on it is . . . it’s all
evil – pure evil, and it doesn’t matter two hoots what their individual names are or who they are.
Mistakes of the Money Lenders - Ver 1.01 - © 2015 Copyright Dennis A. Smith - All Rights Reserved.
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I’ll say it again a different way to make the point very clear. Money is NOT a commodity that
has value in and of itself. Those who think this way are deceived and miss the full picture of
money. True money represents a transaction (a trade; a deal or if you like, an agreement)
that has yet to be fulfilled/completed – nothing more.
I deal with the significance of this in greater detail in later posts but briefly, the world becomes
a totally different place for those of us who realise that we do not need to be controlled by
TPTB when we can create our own free to use debt/credit outside of the current financial and
power structures.
The HOW though, is another matter but there’s your first and most important mistake
explained and hopefully revealed.
Nuff said!
2. Pegging to an inflating currency
The second mistake I address here is more of a missed opportunity and lack of awareness
than an error per se. It is an error to me, for I seek a stable, equitable currency in which to
trade.
Mutual Credit takes different forms but most MC systems peg their currencies to the local
Legal Tender currencies. (There may be a few but I actually do not recall any currency that
doesn’t). This pegging to a devaluing third-party currency immediately forces devaluation of
what could otherwise have been a pure currency, potentially totally free from inflationary
pressures. To me, that is a fundamental mistake.

pegging to a devaluing … currency … forces devaluation
The USD, Euro and Yen and every currency on the planet have for a century all been and are
likely to continue to devalue. In the fullness of time they will no doubt all crash, then this will of
course bring down any currency that is pegged to these dodgy currencies built on hot-air,
deception and hidden debt!
It is far better to use a currency that is totally unpegged from something that sure, many trust
in but the wise know to be ‘built on sand’.
Commercial Barter is a common alternative to the Legal Tender currencies. Apart from
greedy or opportunistic management and the ethics issues relating to the operators of these
exchanges, these guys all have the same problem as the devaluing mainstream currencies
do because they all (certainly that I know of) peg their currency to their local currency (or an
international currency or a basket of inflating currencies). By pegging to the local currency
they prefer ease and simplicity (being able to say simply that “one barter dollar equals one
cash dollar”) but by doing this they immediately trade away their currencies independence,
stability, integrity. Again, if the USD, Euro and Yen are all devaluing, and will no doubt in the
fullness of time all crash, then this will of course cause those individual Barter Dollars to crash
as well.
Mistakes of the Money Lenders - Ver 1.01 - © 2015 Copyright Dennis A. Smith - All Rights Reserved.
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The same thing too applies with local Community Currencies. Establishing a MC currency
has social benefits of course but any Community Currency that does not float (i.e. that is
pegged in value to a commodity, government controlled currency) will have ALWAYS have
the same inflationary pressures as the Legal Tender currency that it is pegged to!
I know it is a big call to float a currency but this is primarily a psychological barrier.

float[ing] a currency … is primarily a psychological barrier
The technology and complexity of utilising a floating currency is NO DIFFERENT to that of
any international trader, or to traders moving from for example the GBP to the Euro, or the
public choosing either a Franc or a Euro or a USD to buy or sell on eBay. Any international
trader; any trader in the EU economic zone; any international traveler; any trader familiar with
multiple barter or other payment options fully understands the principles of conversion.
What we need to realise too is that even the simple process of using one currency still
involves a conversion process, for when a trader receives say $10.00 for his bunch of
bananas, he mentally works out that he can use that $10.00 to buy – perhaps the five fish he
may want for dinner. That’s a conversion of value. The same thing applies with using the Yen
or Euros or any other currency whether it is pegged or not . . . so this raises the important
issue that confuses many . . . the implementation of a currency is independent from the
valuation of it.
3. Traders Alone Value a Currency
The third mistake I see in this sector is that people do not think through and get the point that
it is really only the traders who determine the value of a currency. It is ONLY the two traders
doing the trade who actually determine the value of a currency – and ONLY at the actual time
of one specific trade.
Many err in this regard and consider that a currency value can be controlled, or determined
from a third party source. Don’t be fooled. Traders ALWAYS do the valuation – no matter how
much you try to convince yourself that people rely on exchange rates, analysis tools, official
valuations and so on.

Don’t be fooled . . . Traders ALWAYS do the valuation
As a practical example in the real world, I know the value of the debt that Bartercard has,
hidden, off ledger. I know the going rate for cash-conversion from a Bartercard Trade Dollar
to a USD or to an AUD or a NZD. I (and anyone who is clued up) know full-well that it’s true
value is ‘cents in the dollar’ no matter what line Bartercard spins us/me. Their standard
marketing spin is that “One Bartercard Trade Dollar is worth one Local Dollar” but the proof of
the pudding is whether or not the traders value the currency this way. They certainly don’t
thus the currency is over-valued!
Mistakes of the Money Lenders - Ver 1.01 - © 2015 Copyright Dennis A. Smith - All Rights Reserved.
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I can absolutely guarantee you that NOBODY ON THE PLANET, least of all any Bartercard
insider and DEFINITELY NOT any Bartercard executive would trade their cash for Trade
dollars on a par! And nothing like that! The last time I researched the matter they were going
for something like 20c in the dollar. Why? Because the traders themselves determined that
the value of that currency was only worth 20c in the dollar (of course to the horror of the
Bartercard sales team who REALLY don’t want that information getting out even though they
all know it very well!).
It’s the same with the USD. It too is really only worth cents in the dollar (that’s why many are
trying to get out of the clutches of the USD, and why alternatives appear to be better
investments), for if there was any reality to the valuation process, perceptions would change
when the US bankruptcy became known and widespread. People turn a blind eye to the
obvious (the US is bankrupt, like many other countries) but the point I’m making is not
whether there is debt, or whether there is validity to any perception or not, it is that the traders
determine the value of the currency and only at the point of the trade.
When the crash comes, the US Government, the Fed, the Central Banks will all be making
big noises and doing all sorts of crazy things trying to prop the perceived value of the ‘house
of cards’ up but watch the traders themselves determine the value of the currency, minute by
minute, hour after hour after day after day as the perception that things are getting out of
control takes hold and they buy and sell at lesser and lesser valuations!
Look, you can try and sell me that a Piece of Eight is worth the same or more than my bunch
of bananas as much as you want but I can assure you that if my fellow traders only recognise
shells, or Tally Sticks for trading, then you can stick all your gold nuggets, coins and goldbacked paper right back into the ground for all I care! I want REAL money please, like a stick
with notches or a certain shell with certain marks on it. And you know what? Get off my
deserted island with all your ‘damned’ lies and tricks while you are at it and don’t bother
coming back!
People who think they can value a currency ‘from above’ are like King Kanutty who tried to
stop the tide.
In Summary
It is crucial for Monetary Reformers to understand that money is NOT a commodity. No
matter how it is later packaged it is at its core simply a record of debt, in essence a ‘mutual’
credit system.
Understanding that it is traders themselves who ultimately value a currency means that
having a floating currency is actually perfectly natural and therefore is the best solution to any
currency woes.
In my next post in this series I continue dealing with more Mistakes that Monetary Reformers
make, touching upon the method by which wealth (and power) is consolidated,
[compounding] interest and what that really means to Monetary Reformers. It’s a biggie.
Some get it . . . many don’t.
Thanks for joining me!
Mistakes of the Money Lenders - Ver 1.01 - © 2015 Copyright Dennis A. Smith - All Rights Reserved.
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POST 2 - More Mistakes
I’ve previously identified some of the errors that Monetary Reformers and Alternative
Currency advocates make. First, money is NOT and can never be a commodity. It is at its
core simply a record of debt. Secondly pegging an alternative currency to a mainstream,
manipulated, inflating currency dooms it to the same destruction as the one it’s pegged to.
Thirdly, it is only traders themselves who can and will ever value a currency, and they do this
at the point of each trade.
I continue with another subject that is well understood by some (but not all) in this sector.
Those who DO get it though, don’t usually go far enough and miss the full story. I then talk
about Interest and touch on egos and the WIIFM factor.
4. Disrespecting the Power of Interest
The charging of interest (actually first called Usury) is the METHOD by which wealth (and
thus power) is consolidated. It is the TOOL of enslavement.
Many in the Alternative Currency movement (specifically proponents of Mutual Credit)
recognise full-well that it is the charging of interest (which of course compounds) that is one
of the main reasons why the current economic system is ‘broken’ and ‘going down’.
They are right of course but the fourth problem is that the Monetary Reformers don’t respect
or recognise the virtually immeasurable power that this practice has given TPTB over
hundreds of years. Thus they err gravely with their projections, solutions and strategic
approaches to dealing with it.
Some refer to the ‘instability’ of interest bearing monetary systems and discuss economics in
a mathematical or scientific manner6 and they are right – anything compounding is contrary to
the laws of nature, nor is it sustainable etc. Some calculate7 the impact of compounding
interest on the price of goods and thus derive inflationary impacts of compounding Interest,
an incredibly complex task, BTW. As a result they can and do quantify the costs to society
and the rate of this increasing enslavement.

Monetary Reformers don’t respect [the] power that [charging Interest]
has given TPTB
Others reference the immorality of charging interest (referring to the perceived injustices of
how the rich get richer and the poor get poorer) or apply some value judgement into the
6

I've found Marc Gauvin's application of BIBO (Bounded In Bounded Out) stability theory into the currency
sector to be very helpful in this regard. I differ from him in his concepts for implementation but his core
teaching on stability is very solid.
7
The [late] German, Margrit Kennedy did solid work in this area and was a well-recognised leader in this
discipline.
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currency/economic equation. Great, so do I, and I cover these philosophical issues too in an
upcoming post.
Much has been written and is available on the impact of interest-bearing currencies. In a
nutshell though, except for the Islamic community (who have their own practices that are
fundamentally different in structure but differ very little that I can see in the real-world matters
of social justice) the charging of interest on money is standard practice in the Western world.
The big-picture is this: All the Central Banks of the world ‘issue money’ and regulate supply
and usage of that currency through various means. Controlling the supply and adjusting
interest rates are two of the main forms of control. The Central Banks however are all
essentially privately owned (or at least controlled) institutions and profit from the charging of
interest to the governments of the world. They are in essence a global cartel that works handin glove with big business (the vast majority of banks and big business are all owned by the
same people).
They do this with the implicit and explicit co-operation of the world’s politicians. The primary
role of the politicians has been and remains to enforce Legal Tender laws that require the
payment of taxes in what is determined as the “Sovereign currency” i.e. the USD in the US
through the Federal Reserve; the WST in Samoa through the Central Bank of Samoa and so
on. This is a legally enforced monopoly8.

a legally enforced monopoly
Many are coming to understand that the Central Banks settle through the Bank of
International Settlements in Switzerland and that all interest payable from the entire global
monetary supply is ending up in private hands. The consolidation of power and wealth results
in debt enslavement by way of interest payable to the [private] owners of the Bank of
International Settlements. The enslavement of entire countries concerns increasing numbers
of people.
Now, proponents of Mutual Credit systems (where there is NO interest payable on the
extension of credit amongst traders) in the main understand the negative impact of
compounding interest very well. On the surface, their problem with their alternatives is one of
scalability, for they have been able to get Mutual Credit based regional currencies to work for
short terms (with a lot of effort) but their entire successes have not even made a dent in the
humongous, brutally efficient, interest-charging global monetary system. To give a
comparison, I estimate that excluding the Islamic Banking system, the entire turnover of every
non-interest bearing currency system that has existed on the planet in the last 100 years,
doesn’t come anywhere near the losses of even just one company, on one day alone, in
2008.9
8

This is not a David & Goliath issue. It's not even anything NEAR like an ant trying to take on the Sears
Tower. The differences are more like one tiny little atom trying to take on the entire sprawling city of Los
Angeles, which in a few years will be the size of the entire state of California and in a decade will be more like
an atom vs the entire US continent.
9
Because it's also one of the critical building blocks for the New World Order this will never change unless or
until the globalisation process is either reversed or more likely from my take, passed through. Other than the
incumbents, one simply cannot create ANY privately owned, managed or issued currencies in any jurisdiction
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Current Mutual Credit (zero-cost credit) monetary systems can not and will never address the
global problem of interest-bearing money issued by TPTB. The reasons are multifaceted (and
I’ll be sharing more about this shortly) but the first one relating to Interest is this . . . Interest is
and has been being generated on increasing amounts of debt for MANY years, which has
resulted in extreme consolidation of power and wealth and of course debt enslavement.

[Usury] works! (for them)
Detractors consider that the charging of interest is the problem; and claim that the system is
unfair, broken and that things will crash and that we will all suffer. What is rarely talked about
is that the answer to all these charges is actually . . . .”Yes! True, but there is the fact
remaining – it works! (for them)”
And what happens, continues to happen, and WILL continue to happen is that this unfair,
immoral, unstable, unsustainable monetary system that we have now was conceptualised
and first used millenia ago, was implemented successfully in Britain a few centuries ago,
standardised and propagated into key global economies around a century ago, and has
morphed into a global phenomenon since. The system is no accident; it has and will likely
continue to be powerful, and (this is key) it is working very well thank you very much – just as
it was designed to do.
Some people see the problem as Interest. Others though view Interest to be GOOD, of
course as the means by which they are able to gain, retain and consolidate the power that
they have. Providing an interest free solution is noble – it is of course just as worthy as
picking up one starfish and throwing it back into the sea – but talking about alternatives to
something that is powerful, empowering and working as planned, is the error that Interest-free
money advocates fall into when considering Monetary Reform. In a nutshell, if they want to
change the system . . . they’re dreaming.
To those people though, I don’t recommend give up thinking and working the issues out
though because the principles of Mutual Credit are sound; it’s just that an effective strategy to
affect global change is missing. I’ll be covering this with more advice in coming posts but let’s
dive into the strategy relating to affecting change.
5. The WIIFM Factor, What s In It For Me?
Self-interest is one of the strongest motivators there is. Put aside the necessities of life such
as food, shelter, reproductive activities and so on, self-interest is THE big motivator of all
time.
Now without getting bogged down with philosophical arguments, basically the entire Monetary
Reform movement errs in the same way as amateur businesses do – they try to sell the
‘steak’ and omit the ‘sizzle’.
on the planet for the purposes of Legal Tender (i.e. payment of taxes to the government). This is BY LAW in
every jurisdiction.
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The problem … is a systemic one
The problem is not one of attitude. It is not lack of brainpower, or passion or technological
wizardry, it is a systemic one put like this . . . the current system makes a lot of people a lot of
money. In this regard it is working – very well too! There is no widespread motivation to
change because, let’s face it, it is better for today for most people TO go into debt. It is better
today for most people TO turn a blind eye to the ills of the world. It is not advantageous in the
slightest for 99.999% of the world to suddenly stop trampling over others in order to better
themselves with another (better) system!
The Monetary Reformers will ALWAYS be on the losing end of any battle with people who
have the choice whether or not to make a buck and benefit with self-interest TODAY and
something that might be better structurally, fiscally more prudent, essentially sustainable,
ethically or morally “right or good” however you want to define that.
So, until the Monetary Reformers can grapple with this issue, which is a conceptual issue as
much as it is a currency design or policy issue, takeup of their alternative systems will remain
with those very few who are less self-serving than the mainstream population. This is the
painful experience of the Monetary Reformers and is the status quo.
Now this is a two edged sword, it’s not necessarily a case of the fatalistic, well we should all
give up and go home, I’m simply identifying the error that most advocates do not
acknowledge the WIIFM factor; their sales spiel is selling the concept, not the direct benefit.
In marketing we recommend to sell the ‘sizzle’ and not the ‘steak’. To invert the problem is to
have the solution – simply design an alternative that addresses the WIIFM factor and do it
better than the people that have your target market at present.

sell the ‘sizzle’ and not the ‘steak’
Easy? Maybe not!
Simple? Yes!
The currency world works exactly the same as is in any business. If VISA gives me better
rates, service, fees, credit terms, credit availability than Diners, then guess what? I’ll use
them in preference. Again there’s heaps to this subject and I’ll be covering it in future posts
but I’ve identified the error, that all Monetary Reformers I am aware of simply do not address
the WIIFM factor with anything remotely like the benefits that the current currency providers
offer.
There’s a paradox however because this same issue (self-interest) is another big problem for
the Monetary Reformers . . .
6. Ego Kills Goodwill
Our ego [self-interest] pushes others away and destroys the potential to work together.
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This is a tricky one to explain because there is ‘ego of self’, and ‘ego in objectives/business’.
They are different and best explained by personal example . . .
I have an ego. It is this ego that drives me to think, write and DO things as a thought leader in
any given space. People have a love-hate approach to that. Some love the confidence I
exude and are drawn to it simply because they like a straight shooter and a leader. Others
however write me off and don’t want to have a bar of me, or what I say because they ‘don’t
like me’ or whatever. In this regards I am polarising.
Whatever the case though it’s my personal ego that affects others negatively. This ego exists
in ample measure in the Monetary Reform sector of course! This creates division and
therefore there is a lack of unity. That’s an important subject but not the most important one.
The other form of ego though is the real killer, and it is ALWAYS where the rubber hits the
road – power and money. This form of ego is represented in a business sense by branding,
marketing, reputation management, business relationships, commercial risk and of course
REWARD. It’s a structural thing, not a personal thing.

If I …. give it away … resistance is … low
If I then, develop a very thin currency and give it away, helping others to achieve their goal,
letting them use it and name it and profit from it then my business ego is low, and resistance
is therefore very low too.
Most Monetary Reformers have their own patch and followers. If they were honest it would be
a scalp for any of them to develop a great currency system that worked and took the industry
by storm, and had the legs to springboard Bitcoin’s success, to leap-frog over all the cryptocurrencies out there; to [finally] develop a community currency that was ubiquitous and with
penetration rates that showed WIR the ‘proper’ way to do things; that tackled VISA, PayPal
and the Central Banks head-on and had the potential in due course to win.
This though is the very problem in a business sense that we identified with the nature of
money, by considering it a commodity. We are viewing a measurement as a product. We
naturally want a successful product. Our ego prevents us seeing that it doesn’t matter WHAT
we do, the answer is conceptual and systemic not a product
The solution is the application of sound principles – not the marketing of a brand, business or
product. Yes, VISA has the brand and markets it but is is what they DO that people want.
Yes, Bartercard (or any other commercial/non-commercial exchange) has a brand and its
own currency that it markets but it’s how they help people that matters and enables them to
achieve their takeup and goals.
Likewise with the Monetary Reformers they need to address the principles and open the
doors to application rather than focus on how to build something that actually represents ego
in the form of a business, even if it is disguised as a currency.
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The Positive Money people have identified themselves, and their message well. The brand is
PM. The Public Banking people have done the same with their ‘leader/spoksperson’ and she
too does a great job. Likewise with the commercial organisations and community currency
advocates – they all have their own brands and push them.
All fair enough . . . but how do you make money, make a difference, achieve traction if all you
are doing is just sharing wisdom or knowledge or talking about principles or giving things
away?

Protecting [our] ‘commercial ego’ is the mistake
You may ask, “How do you do it differently?”
Think about this . . . Google’s ego is in the stratosphere in the former category. “Do no evil!”
they used to say. That’s what God says isn’t it? Talk about arrogance and personal/corporate
ego! “We will manage the world’s information with the best technology available.” That’s
REAL EGO+++!
But in the second category of ego (commercial ego) it is the leanest, cleanest, fastest, most
efficient piece of anything on the planet. Their system is the best; it meets peoples’ needs the
best and it HAS DONE for more than the last decade.
In terms of it’s commercial ego it is the lowest of the low – developing the best search engine
on the market and giving it all away when others sold it; buying the best analytics tools in the
world and giving them away THEN on top of that, making those tools even better; giving away
APIs, developing great affiliate sales opportunities and . . . and . . . and . . .
Protecting this ‘commercial ego’ (be it a product or a personal brand) is the mistake that I see
pretty much all Monetary Reformers making.
In Summary
Most (but not all) Monetary Reformers know and understand the evils of charging Interest
however they all seriously underestimate the immense global power that more than a
continuous century of this practice has brought the elite. They fail to adequately address the
reasons WHY people use a failing system and want to protect their patch, rather than working
at conceptual and systems levels.
In my next post I continue detailing more specific errors that the sector makes. I touch on
conceptual issues relating to the backing of a currency, issues of scalability & gaining critical
mass (another common deception) and more.
It’s great to have your company in this series highlighting the Mistakes of the Monetary
Reformers.
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POST 3 - Conceptual Issues
In this post I mention more specific errors that the Monetary Reform sector makes, and of
course provide my explanatory commentary. I cover conceptual issues relating to the backing
of a currency; I address the impossibility of managing a currency; explain how usage doesn’t
influence the function of a true currency; and warn against establishing networks.
7. Trying to Back a Currency [with Something Physical]
At the end of the day all currencies are only ever backed by one thing – trust. Nothing more,
nothing less.
At the fundamental level a currency is chosen for use when trust is extended by two people
(traders) engaging in trade, specifically trusting that the chosen currency can be converted
into goods or services in a reasonably reliably manner at some stage in the future.
That’s it. A currency is only ever backed by TRUST. Period!

A currency is only ever backed by TRUST.
It’s a ‘touchy’ subject in the Monetary Reform sector, this one of ‘backing’ with many
impassioned pleas to trust various THINGS (sometimes abstracts) but it always comes back
to trust, and missing this point is a big Mistake. Most Monetary Reformers make this Mistake
too. It’s not the THING that is used to back a currency that matters (no matter the precedent,
no matter how impressive or smart or tempting that thing may be) it is always the TRUST that
matters.
The cryto-currency boys are hot on this trust thing but go the wrong way assuming that we
can never and should never trust people. “You can’t trust anybody!” they say, “So trust us
with our system. This algorithm thing we’ve got is so revolutionary . . . it’s the way of the
future!” etc etc etc but the tree they cannot see for the woods, is that they actually say “Trust
our algorithm!” which is pushing trust away from where it naturally sits in the real world –
between people. As one who has spent thirty years in the IT industry I can assure you that I
DO NOT and never will trust anything digital, except that something will eventually break, go
wrong or that some security function will be cracked and need to be ‘updated’ or ‘revised’!
For the record, and I’ve been on the record from their start, “Bitcoin = Tulips”.

You can’t trust anybody … so trust our algorithm
Goldbugs of course say with a great deal of passion – and not without evidence I might add –
that gold (and to a limited extent silver) has been the only reliable backing of currencies for
centuries.
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This is true to a point. The vast majority of communities across the globe have indeed
historically seen precious metals as a secure storage of value. It is true that TPTB pegged the
USD (and others) to an ounce of the stuff for a long time. Thus you have the well-known
bullion storage facilities in Fort Knox and governments proudly talking about their ‘secure’
gold stores and thus implying solid backing.
What is usually missed though is that it’s actually only peoples’ TRUST that gold (and silver)
will be a reliable source of backing of that currency that provides the confidence for that
currency to have perceived value.
All that needs to happen for that trust to evaporate and the supposedly solid backing to
dissolve is for one little voice to ask the question, “So who owns the gold mines?” and for this
to ‘get out’. If it be found that it is the same people who issue the currency who control the
gold mines then that trust will be immediately questionable, because according to human
nature, they will then control the supply of both gold AND the currency for benefit!
Duh! And it won’t be for our benefit of course.

it’s … peoples’ TRUST [in] gold … that provides the confidence
I know the answer to the aforementioned question BTW. I don’t want concrete boots and a
watery grave so I won’t mention it here, but do the research and connect the dots. There is
nothing new under the sun. It’s the way it’s always been – TPTB ensure that they have,
protect, defend and increase, you guessed it – the power! When you find the answer to this
little ‘provocative’ question, I can assure you that you will revisit your perceptions of gold
backing once and for all. Be careful though, you can’t undo knowledge!
I’ll phrase this ‘delicate’ subject a different way. If I wanted to own the world and ethical
considerations were [how shall we say it . . . ] ‘flexible’ then I would find all the primary
resources [gold etc] and attempt to first control them and then in due course own them – all of
them. I’d then also do that with services and systems [technology]. I would then find all the
people in positions of power, do deals with them so that they got what they wanted [prestige
for example] and then create a monetary system by which they used my assets as backing,
oh and paid me for that privilege of course [that’s the Interest]. Now ask yourself who owns
and controls the gold and compare those people with the ones who own and control the stuff
it was backing. ‘Nuff said.
Trusting in a commodity (such as gold) as a form of backing for a measurement (which is all
that true money is) is also a conceptual mismatch. It is akin to saying “Trust us . . . we’re the
world’s most popular Airways company!” when the only thing that really matters is whether
the plane that you’re flying in today, now, has been serviced properly, has capable & clued-up
pilots and is loaded with enough fuel to get us to the next airport safely.

Trusting in a commodity… is also a conceptual mismatch
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‘Stories’ and marketing spiels are all fine in their right place but trusting in them only works
when they match REALITY. The rubber hits the road though when one trader does not trust a
currency recommendation from another trader. When that trust breaks down (as it is starting
to happen increasingly with the current reserve currency of the world, the USD, which will
eventually spread to all others including the BRIC) then you will have a serious change to the
status quo. This will be either a problem or an opportunity, depending on how you look at it.
More on this topic later.
I repeat, it’s always TRUST that backs a currency – baskets of currencies or commodities,
precious metals, mathematical algorithms (such as the crypto-currencies rely on),
measurements of land or any physical objects, even abstracts are not real backing – they are
simply used to encourage a trader’s TRUST in the currency.
Let’s return to the airline example before we move on . . . You are waiting to board a flight.
You watch the plane get pulled into position before you board and see the wing clip another
plane and there’s now a dirty great big hole in the wing that nobody else seems to notice. You
think that it might fly OK, but maybe not. Out of the corner of your eye, you catch sight of the
pilots sneaking across the tarmac and onto your plane, clearly drunk. This might not be a big
problem because if they could walk (just) then hopefully they can push the right buttons to get
the autopilot working. You also watch the guys refuel the plane and they spill half the fuel,
look around and carry on as if nothing had happened. You may be worried about nothing and
the plane has enough excess fuel to get you there – hopefully. The guys next to you awaiting
to board are talking ‘Jihad talk’ and laughing at how they managed to get their bombs through
security and how they can’t wait to meet their virgins! You hope like hell that they’re joking
and/or their bombs don’t work . . . you get the picture. It’s all about TRUST.

the backing of a currency is only ever TRUST
It matters not what backing that plane/currency has (the biggest or best Airline in the world be
damned!), YOU as a trader will not board it or use it unless you TRUST that plane/currency.
Whether you board that plane is up to you of course, but the point is that the decision to
board (or use a currency) is all about TRUST.
Sure we always have to balance risk and we may have little choice whether to board and take
our chances or not but the point remains – the backing of a currency is only ever TRUST.
Accepting this, we should then consider how to establish, build and develop trust.
This raises the subject of management . . . how do you manage a currency? Is it even
possible, or desirable? I answer . . . you DON’T because you CAN’T and we SHOULDN’T.
8. Management of a True Currency is an Oxymoron
A true currency can never be managed – it’s like trying to control the wind. Sure you can
redirect some of the wind into a certain direction and use it and control bits of it but the only
way you can control a currency is by converting it from a measurement system into a
commodity, which of course is not true money, it’s a perception.
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I’ll repeat this because it’s a Mistake that many Monetary Reformers make . . . you cannot
control, or manage true money (i.e. a true currency).
Once a currency becomes a commodity then of course you can control aspects of it, and
even then you have to deceive in order to do this. This is what TPTB do with the commodity
monies of the world – they cut off and hide one side of the currency (the debt side) and play
with [control] the other side of it with legislation, policy affecting interest rates, monetary
supply, marketing etc.
This then is the “business of fiscal management” that becomes so incredibly confusing and
complicated. They call this foolishness “economics” and some of the biggest talkers in this
space ‘control’ large portions of that commodity money for their own purposes. Just like bank
robbers can’t ‘agree’ on which charity they should be giving all their ill-gotten gains to,
economists too cannot agree on which deception is the real one!

you cannot control, or manage true money
A true currency can never be controlled, for true money is simply only a measurement.
Going back to the example of a litre of water from other posts – of course you can control the
water, but not the litre. Likewise with true money, it is simply a measurement of . . . yes, debt.
It cannot be controlled by the people nor the system/technology that measures/records that
debt.
We, as philosophers, thinkers, Monetary Reformers, programmers or system designers can
with effort devise systems that can total or compare that debt alongside of other debits and
credits; we can analyse that debt and give commentary on patterns of debt, but when anyone
attempts to manage or control money they immediately fall foul of the first deception I
mentioned, that is, the faulty idea that true money is a commodity. It’s not.
I’m a truth-seeker. I know from experience that in order to establish truth, one needs to dig
deeper and deeper until we get right to the bottom of an issue. Until we’re there and it is no
longer possible to dig deeper, there is always the possibility of deception, or
misunderstanding.10 It is only when you have ALL the components broken down to their

10

While a little different from fiscal matters, an example of this idea of getting down to the bottom in all
aspects, is the heart-breaking story of [the late] John Britten (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Britten), a Kiwi
‘dyslexic-genius’ engineer who designed and built one of the greatest motorbikes ever
(http://www.fasterandfaster.net/2008/01/britten-v1000-greatest-motorcycle-ever.html) essentially all in his
garage in Christchurch, New Zealand. The bike itself is on display in the Te Papa Museum in Wellington. The
guts of it is that he designed and built the whole thing from scratch, every component on the bike he made
himself to incredible design & quality standards – even to the point of mixing and pouring his own engine
blocks. He ‘took on’ the big boys and totally blitzed the field, amazing the world and essentially singlehandedly redesigning the way racing bikes were built. On one key race, his bike’s performance was so far
ahead of the others that the rider essentially played with them all, doing wheelstands down the front straight to
show off, but . . . the bike broke down and they lost the race. The reason was that one component that he
DIDN’T design and build himself (a rectifier) failed. I’m a Kiwi too, so forgive me if there’s a little ‘passion’ in the
recounting please! The lesson? We only properly understand things when we fully unpack a system to its
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lowest common denominator that you can lay them out and be sure that you are seeing
reality.
Starting at the top with economic systems and trying to work out what drives those systems
(especially with the subject of money) can be really confusing, but when you realise that true
money is only ever a record of a half-completed transaction THEN you can exercise wisdom
when analysing or trying to devise alternative systems (This is the case with Monetary
Reformers and Alternative Currency advocates of course).
There are consequences to this, basically true money needs to have systems, preferably the
absolute thinnest management possible as well as minimal costs, and there are philosophical
factors that come into the design of a system that enables true money to work in the real
world but these are all secondary issues. Most people simply can’t and therefore haven’t
differentiated them.
The significance of separating the technologies from the currency is profound, for if a
currency is an abstract, simply a measurement, then the next mistake is clear – it simply
doesn’t matter how much it is used.
Ouch . . . !
Really?
Yes, ouch!
9. Usage Doesn't Determine Function
Let’s dive into this misconception about the concept that is variously called the tipping point or
critical mass. I hear this all the time in business and Monetary Reform circles. It’s often
expressed like this, “Dennis you need to get to critical mass . . . [enter lots of experience and
great ideas here] or “Dennis, we have to get to this [“point, or volume, or numbers, or
coverage here] . . . then we’ll [enter desire, goals here] and be able to retire”. This is
commodity-based thinking.
Closely associated with this insistence on some form of performance is the concept of
velocity (the usage of the currency). Commercial trade exchange operators are coached to
ensure a desirable velocity in order to avoid certain currency pitfalls such as stagnant
memberships. In some circles the positive impact of introducing systems of demurrage are
highlighted. In others the health of a trade exchange is measured through velocity – happy
punters using the system, or profits to the exchange operators. Velocity (essentially a
measurement of usage) doesn’t always directly affect the underlying currency itself and it’s
certainly not a direct mathematical correlation.

[goal-setting in a currency] is commodity-based thinking

components allowing us to rebuild it better. A YouTube Documentary about John Britten
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QM_aNwaodd4 7 mins)
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If we are in the business of trying to achieve something (global Monetary Reform; social
benefit to a particular community and/or personal benefit) then sure, of course such thinking
is important. You will need XXX number of people or XXX percentage of the target market to
use your alternative. Or you may need XXX units to trade to achieve those purposes. Or you
may need XXX velocity to avoid stagnation.
These are secondary issues and are all granted . . . but usage does not determine function in
a true currency. Considering a measurement unit, it matters not how many litres of water you
have. How many times you measure a litre does not determine how valuable or how much
the unit of measure is. A litre is a litre and is as valuable as people want it to be. It’s useless
of course if you understand only quarts BTW but that’s a related issue.
Sure, you can only use your measuring device a certain number of times per hour but the
function of the unit of measure (in our example here, a litre) remains unaffected.
This is why it is so important to comprehend the correct definition of true money (that it is only
ever a record of a half-completed transaction), and distance the essence of money from the
peripheral matters such as storage of value, the method by which it is being used and in this
case the usage patterns, volumes, popularity, perceived value and consequences of all of
this.
Now when you DON’T need or want to change the world (or whatever goal it is that you have
in mind) you are now free to have, use, recommend and appreciate a Perfect Traders’
Currency and that does not need to have any more than two traders completing one trade,
just once, to exist and function perfectly. No tipping point or critical mass is required. Velocity
is totally irrelevant.

Velocity is totally irrelevant
Velocity matters not in the slightest to the FUNCTION of the currency. One trade with two
traders in two years OR a half a million trades from a hundred thousand traders in an hour
doesn’t affect the core function of a currency in the slightest.
Of course the peripheral factors such as logistics, profit in a commercial currency, perception
and human relationships are definitely affected positively and negatively as usage changes
but these are SECONDARY to the function of the currency.
Don’t worry or panic about HOW this can work in the real world for the moment – we’re
getting there – there ARE simple solutions I promise. Just imbibe the truths I’ve shared and
let them ‘settle for a little’.
10. Creating Networks Solves a Non-Existent Problem
The standard thinking behind Alternative/Community Currency advocates is this . . .
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‘fiat’ money is wrong so therefore we need to create our own ‘good’ money. In order to get
people to use our money we need to build a network of people [traders], then promote our
network so that more people will use our currency/network.
This is at its core, a faulty paradigm that causes people to provide a solution to a problem that
in the main, simply doesn’t exist. People don’t want to join a network – they simply want a
solution to their problems, or a better currency, or a more efficient or easier way to trade,
engage with others or live better.
Business failure always results when we develop a solution to a non-existent problem – with
Alt. Money or with anything. You typically see it when someone with skills, and idea and
opportunity does something cool but inappropriate and then tries to sell it to others without
success. They may get a few punters on the line by chance or through sympathy or who are
convinced by a clever sales process but if the solution doesn’t match the problem then the
business will stagnate and/or die.
Most Alt. Currencies do exactly this.

People don’t want to join a network
You typically see the reverse however where successful businesses solve a pre-existing
problem then go crazy as people want to buy, rather than the business having to pro-actively
sell what they have.
Networks for trading already exist. Everyone knows and deals with others – so there ARE the
networks – right across the globe! There is no business in the world who doesn’t already
have a network of some sort simply because everyone has their own centre-of-influence.
Alt. Money people who try to develop networks (technical, financial or human) to reproduce
trading platforms, currencies, brands, relationships and systems that are already in existence,
are doomed to mediocrity at best and failure very likely. And even the best will set themselves
up as a prime target when a better currency becomes available!
Now why would I, for example want to trade in a currency established in another country, with
“members” who have joined the network overseas, when it’s the people around me in my
country that I wish to trade with?
The answer is simple, “I wouldn’t”.

We already have … networks
Developing networks is not a solution to our problems. We already have those networks!
Furthermore any solution to real problems will never need to be sold. Just like the flowers
know full well that if they have honey and pollen in season that the bees will tell the bees
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where the goods are, so too will real solutions be bought and used, not requiring a selling and
marketing process.
As they say, "Money talks, bullshit walks, that is how life goes!"
Talk is cheap, but if the solution matches the problem then things happen. TPTB know this
very well and have a solution that ‘talks’. Money Reformers need to understand that their
solutions must solve the problems BETTER than the current systems in all regards or they
will be, as the saying above makes clear . . . ‘walking’.
11. The Trap of Networking of Currencies
Some believe that networking of local or regional currencies is the best or only solution.
This is a trap, mainly because all the basic problems experienced in the cash economy and
experienced by users of minority Mutual Credit currencies remain AND new problems are
introduced in the networking process. Cross-currency valuations, measuring trust across
different cultures, cross-jurisdictional challenges, credit management, technical integration etc
etc.
This field of endeavour is doomed – on the surface, it may appear a great idea – but that’s
only theoretically. Practically it’s a dead-end with an impossible array of complexity.
Strategically, it’s simply not a real solution to the big problems.
Again, a few starfish will get saved from the sun, but the beach is still full of them and more
are arriving with each wave.
In Summary
You can’t ‘back’ a currency with anything other than trust. Yes, you can use trust IN
something to build trust bu tit is always trust between traders that backs a currency.
A true currency can never be managed or controlled because it is a measurement not a
commodity. It therefore simply doesn’t matter how much it is used.
Creating Networks and/or networking Alternative Currencies are dead-ends. Trading
networks already exist and we introduce more, not less problems.
I continue this series Mistakes of the Monetary Reformers, moving into more philosophical
matters. I touch on the concept of ownership, explaining that the paradigm shift that is best
described as ‘Open Source thinking’ has affected many industries but not yet the financial
sector. It’s niggling around the edges at the moment but it surely will eventually go
mainstream, so stay tuned for a ‘wild ride’!
I also get into the issue of credit management showing how true money should always be
managed by the people for the people. I discuss confidentiality issues and take a stab at
WHY deceptions occur . . . whew!
Thanks for joining me, we’re making good progress.
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POST 4 - Philosophical Issues
Thus far we have ripped into the core functions of money and highlighted some of the
Mistakes that Monetary Reformers have made, many of them flowing from the primary error –
perceiving money to be a commodity rather than as simply a measurement, which is all
money is. I’ve shown how this deception affects many different factors.
I now move into some more philosophical matters. I address here ownership, credit
management and confidentiality matters.
I also throw in my take at WHY deceptions occur, show how zero-cost money is a pipedream, and challenge people to go further and think bigger . . . we’re getting heavier now, but
it’s all easy enough to read.
“They’ve all fallen to the power of the people . . . except one. The financial industry is the only
big one left to fall.”
12. Open Source vs TPTB

but not yet!

Open Source thinking (defined crudely as “People Power”), enabled by the Internet, has
barged into every industry on the planet except the financial sector.
It all started with the oldest profession known to man [boy-meets-girl sort of thing if you’re
wondering aka pornography] moving through the entire range of commercial, religious,
political, scientific and all manner of social endeavours. From its start in the mid 1990s it
hammered the advertising and marketing industries with the arrival of Google’s paradigmchanging business model. Simultaneously FOSS (Free & Open Source Software) tackled the
Microsoft juggernaut and it hit the big-time with most industries having to cope with this
challenge of people-power at the end of the naughties. Blame Facebook if you really want to
be silly about it! FB is the evil monster that changed the way things used to be.

the financial sector has … remained essentially unchanged.
But strangely enough, joking aside, the financial sector has to date remained essentially
unchanged. Sure, trading has moved from cash, cheques and a zip-zap credit card voucher
to online fulfilment systems but the essence of our monetary systems has not yet changed a
bit. We’re still seemingly stuck with the top-down, hierarchical, pyramid form that has defined
corporate structure from the outset. We still ‘get our money’ from the people who ‘get their
money’ from those who ‘get’ theirs from those who issue it out of thin air!
That is the traditional monetary model – and for some strange reason it hasn’t changed one
little bit!
Monetary Reformers want it changed, in some cases desperately, but I can assure you, those
within the current system do NOT want any change, and they will do everything they can to
resist that change.
27
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The description I use to describe what the many of the Monetary Reformers want and that I
associate with “Open Source thinking” or “People Power” is that an OWN & CONTROL
business model is being challenged by a BRAND & INFLUENCE business model. Google
created a strong brand and influenced the world (with the best technology and a smart new
business model) so that they now do effectively control the world’s information without owning
it. People drive Google but Google runs the system through a BRAND and INFLUENCE
business model.

the first [Mistake] is structural & the second is strategic
This is opposed to an OWN & CONTROL model where a country or company has a
President, Vice-President etc down to the blue-collar workers and the ‘plebs’.
The Mistakes that Monetary Reformers make in this area are two-fold . . . the first is structural
and the second is strategic. I’ve mentioned them before but we’ll apply them here in a
philosophical sense and talk specifically about the future with Open Source money.
The structural one is that TPTB, the incumbents, have the power. Newcomers don’t. TPTB
can buy the media, enforce their money through Legal Tender laws and pretty much
determine who, what, how, where and when anything happens.11
The strategic one is that TPTB have a compelling USP. The Monetary Reformers don’t. Cash
(or the credit equivalents) which is Legal Tender is ubiquitous. That’s the name of the game
and it’s a slam dunk. Use it for everything, anywhere, anytime and get what you want, make a
profit and all will be well. It’s a VERY compelling message for the vast majority of punters out
there.
People Power, paraphrased by the description ‘Open Source thinking’, is basically about
bringing the power (essentially the capacity to generate credit) away from TPTB and back
into the hands of the people, thus the excellent description of bringing credit back into the
commons.12

“bringing credit back into the commons”
So let’s recap . . . TPTB have consolidated their power and wealth consistently for hundreds
of years; they generate their wealth through the mechanism of charging interest; they
reinforce and defend their position of power (a monopoly) through the complicit politicians
(governments) who have created and enforce that monopoly through Legal Tender laws; the
perceptive amongst us consider the current economic system with compounding interest to
be unsustainable and destined for failure; Monetary Reformers make serious errors that will
11

I have actually have a few reservations about the last aspect (the when) which comes back to a
religious/philosophical belief but the main point I'm making, which is that TPTB have the power to enforce their
ways for their own benefit remains [conditionally] valid.
12
Thomas Greco, Reclaiming the Credit Commons: Toward a Butterfly Society
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ensure that they continue to [putting it politely] pee in the wind, probably more akin to a
hurricane than a wind.
I told you that we were going to be in for ‘a ‘wild ride’ in this post!
To all this I say GREAT! Bring it on! Let the crash happen for this will be not only the biggest
disaster to afflict mankind since the Garden of Eden and the ‘Fall’, it will also create the
biggest opportunity for change that mankind has ever had too.
This inevitable collapse of the current economic system will of course devastate many, but
implosion (self-destruction) is the ONLY way that TPTB can be taken on. Just like the
smaller, nimbler Eastern marital artists who use the bigger man’s power and strength against
himself, so too must the Monetary Reformers use what they have (which is a true
understanding of money) to affect change when the time is right.
In essence I advise Monetary Reformers to keep tickling the giant and the instant he falls,
grab your troops and be ready to help those who need what you have to offer. In the vacuum,
you will find people wanting to buy and there will be no need to sell.

people wanting to buy and … no need to sell.
It’s all about timing and the time is not yet right. The Mistake that Monetary Reformers make
is that they want to take-on TPTB head-on. They can’t and will never be able to. I have
already explained why.
But don’t give up guys! When the crash comes13, you will have the answers to what the
people need – decentralised true money that is managed by the people for the people etc etc
etc, but you have to let the big boy self-destruct FIRST before you can move in and work with
the active support of an awakening, alert, aware and attentive people.

13

The basic biblical stance (shared by other religions also to quite an amazing similarity actually) is that there
will be a global crash, and that the geo-political/financial/business power structures will implode. The books of
Daniel and Revelation detail this if you want more. My take is that when the political leaders scurry off into
hiding in disgrace (as predicted) that the people will no longer TRUST in globalisation, big-business, biggovernment or any centralised power system. This will then be the first real opportunity for true money
advocates to speak to a willing audience, as people have to seek alternatives to trade, to survive and to
understand. Many will be seeking answers to their problems . . . the global question will change from its
current, “How do we get this sinking ship turned around?” to first, “What the hell went so wrong?” and then to,
“OK, so what’s the better way, so that this never happens again to our generation or our children’s generation
or theirs?” I see precedent of global learning in previous global situations of stress – for example the
generation after the Great Depression chose to save instead of spend; the generation after WW2 chose
politics and compromise over large-scale open warfare, but there is a distinct possibility that the long-soughtafter global consciousness change could occur and be longer-lasting, following the global economic implosion.
One of the by-products of this implosion will also likely be removal of the blind, and in my opinion foolish
worship of democracy, which in a political sense, is the exact equivalent of paying interest to the bankers.
Democracy is the mechanism by which power is obtained and justified in the political sector – interest is the
mechanism by which power is obtained and retained. The political provides the authority, enforcement and
justification. Interest provides the mechanism for that enslavement.
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This is the fundamental difference between the way that the Open Source community took on
Microsoft in the late 1990s and early 2000s – when the people COULD and DID get together
and take on the incumbent. They CAN’T ever do that with the big boys in finance.
OK, now that the sound of a thousand popped balloons has stopped ringing in my ears, lets
move on to my prescription and advice . . .
Over the last few years I have conceptualised two things:
1.

What a perfect currency had to be, and

2.

HOW that perfect currency could come into operation

In October of 2014, somewhat similar to what Martin Luther did to the Catholic Church way
back when, I nailed my theses to my door/blog with the post, The Perfect Currency14. I gave
19 simple statements of analysis. You can read them easily and quickly sometime if you
want, they’re not that complicated.
But the exciting thing however is that I went further than that and conceptualised HOW a pure
currency could operate. There are ten key points that I derive from those core assumptions.
Again they are easy to read. The significance is profound but the essence of it all is actually
quite simple.

the essence [is] quite simple
Before I charge into a solution and explain how a real currency would work in practice, I
continue with the philosophy behind my ideas and advice because I think many in the
Monetary Reform and Alternative Currency sectors make errors of judgement in philosophy.
Not all will agree here, and that’s fine for them but in my eyes these are all philosophical
mistakes.
Let’s tackle some of them:
13. Bad Attitudes & Motives
There are three different motives I will address here –
i) those of TPTB;
ii) those of the ‘punter'; and
iii) those of the Monetary Reformers.
TPTB are widely vilified in the Alternative Currency space. They are viewed (and probably
quite rightly) as selfish, greedy, and everything else right through to utter evil. Creating money
out of thin air and lending it back to sovereign countries via their government sponsored
14

http://www.dennis.co.nz/2014/10/the-perfect-traders-currency/
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puppet-banks at compounding interest is one hell of a business model – do it globally and it
truly is a scheme from the pit of hell.

they genuinely believe what they are doing is right
But here’s the rub, and I know because I talk to them (at the lower levels of course) they
genuinely believe what they are doing is right. Most of them anyway, certainly openly. The
vast majority of people within the system benefit from the system and see no wrong with it.
“Making money off others is simply evolution in practice, is it not?” they think. The best man
always DOES win, and they make sure that it’s them!
Now this is where I’m going to really p*ss many off when I say this, “I agree with their right to
think that and do that!” As far as I am concerned there is no issue with them doing that and
they have that very god-given right too.
While I might not like what they do, I cannot see any reason why they can’t do what they are
doing – none! It’s a free world and they have done it and have the power. Good on ‘em I say!
That’s their business. They get that power through people not understanding the way things
really work, and through deception but at the end of the day, they still have that power.15
But just as I recognise their right to their business, I’ll reserve my right to blog, comment,
tackle their greed-based systems and philosophies however I can.
The Monetary Reformers as far as I can see generally share the same negative opinion about
TPTB but they are convinced that they are right and have a right to try and remove them
because of their own righteousness. I see different levels of anger and self-righteousness in
the Money Reformers but it’s not a clean dividing line between the good-guys and the badguys by any stretch of the imagination!
What I do see in this group though is a substantially greater number of people who think
outside of the “Me, me, me” greed of TPTB. I see the same level of egos, but not the outright
greed.

The Punter … is … easy to work out … WIIFM
The Punter however, while a wider cross-section of society is really so very easy to work out.
It’s simple . . . WIIFM. What’s In It For Me?
If they can make a buck; pay for their shopping; get through the day, maybe climb a little on
the social ladder, where ever that may be, then they will do it. Sadly it’s not a good prognosis
but hey, that’s the way I see it.
Let’s move back now to Alternative Currencies in practice . . .
15

I'm a [non-denominational] Christian and it seems to me that what TPTB have done is totally evil but it is
also very clear to me that God hasn't intervened in the matter yet, so for the moment, they're it!
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14. Errors Determining Credit
This is the biggest stumbling block I find within this subject, or discipline.
Decisions of risk (which in monetary sense is usually always relating to credit – how much,
who to, under what terms etc) are best determined with the maximum information possible
available AND by the parties who carry that risk.
Traditionally this is the prerogative of the banking fraternity (and a trade-exchange owner of
Community Currency manager in the Alt. Currency space) – they risk potential ‘loss’ therefore
they determine your credit terms – the amount, your repayment terms etc. What Alternative
Currency people tend to do is to carry this same faulty paradigm across into Mutual Credit
systems and alternatives, and I believe that this is wrong, maybe not an error per se, but
certainly not well thought through.

the bank manager doesn’t own [commodity] money
You see when you view the money that the bank is issuing to you as a commodity, then the
bank is ‘giving you money’, and the bank stands to ‘lose’ and has every right to ‘control’ your
credit. However when you view the transaction in its completeness the bank manager doesn’t
own [commodity] money. That’s an impossibility as I’ve explained previously. He is at the end
of the day only representing the people who underwrite that liability (this is the other, hidden
part of the money he is playing with) so he is only really managing your risk that is shared by
the other traders (not him; not his bank). This is technically the Central bank but that is simply
a role representing the government of the people which of course represent the individual
people of the country.
Put it another way, the bank manager is assuming a proxy role for the government on behalf
of the other traders in the currency system we are all forced to use.
The person who should REALLY be making the credit decision (all things being equal) is the
person from whom you are buying something with that money – not the bank manager – the
credit decisions should really be made by the SELLER and nothing to do with the bank!
In a real world scenario, not a dream world as presented by TPTB, the Bank should be
seeking endorsement from the SELLER for the loan.
Don’t panic now, I’m not crazy, you’ll see why I say this in a minute.
This is the total opposite from the usual story presented to us.
The error comes in because we see the money as a commodity, when in fact it is a debt to
the rest of society (of course which comes through the bank and the banker).
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Now if you get this idea great, but if you don’t then you really need to re-read this description
in light of this next scenario . . . please DON’T give up here whatever you do because it’s
VITAL to understand this . . .

the Bank should be seeking endorsement
from the SELLER for the loan

Imagine that you are on a deserted island with a bunch of others without
any traditional money and you want some fish. The fisherman comes in
with a load of fish after a day out on the water. Ten families (including
yours) line up to BUY some fish. Remember you have no money but you
can still trade of course! The fisherman says “OK who’s first? How many do
you want? How are you going to pay me?” You step up and say, “Me please
– two fish” and you offer him a bunch of bananas later that afternoon
delivered by your son to his house. “OK! Fair enough. Sounds good enough
to me!” he says, and hands you a couple of fish.

Now stop there . . . that’s a VERY simple common trade, so who made the credit decision
and upon what basis did he extend the credit?
The SELLER did. He knew that you were good for it because he knew you had a banana
plantation and he knew you would honour your word [he had quality information].
This is how the real world works. Any monetary system that gets away from the real world is
open to deception, manipulation and of course benefit to the manipulators and controllers.

Now he goes through another couple of families trading in the same
manner and reaches a little old lady with nothing. People could laugh and
say she’ll never get a fish off the fisherman, but the daughter steps up and
interrupts the gossip. “Trust me fisherman, I’ll make sure you get
something worth a couple of fish one day!” she says. The fisherman agrees
and now grandma can eat for another day.
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This is a like a loan guarantee of course but again, note who made the credit risk assessment
– the SELLER. Also note that the value of the trade was not even set before the trade. This is
the prerogative of . . . who? . . . the seller of course!

Then comes along a conman and a vagabond, the worst dude on the island
who is not worthy of his word. Everyone knows this (or should have known
this) but they say nothing and the fisherman trades with the crooked dude
fully expecting to get paid.

The bad quality credit decision was again made by the SELLER, BUT I can tell you this, when
that bad debt comes up for discussion at the next opportunity, the fisherman (SELLER) could
easily be asking the entire community to cover for that bad debt because they should have
spoken up but didn’t. At the village meeting he will be saying something like:

Listen up you guys, you knew that he wasn’t ‘good for it’ and didn’t let me
know. YOU are going to have to make this up to me or I won’t be extending
credit to ANY of you again!
In a real world scenario when people are directly affected, credit reputations are very
important and risk should be shared. Quality information is required to assess credit
worthiness. The people knew the crook wasn’t ‘good for it’. The fisherman didn’t.
Now in order for any of them to get credit from that fisherman again, they will have to all
contribute something to placate the angry fisherman, get their act together and rebuild the
destroyed trust that their irresponsibility caused.

push the decision-making responsibilities back to the people
This is one of the core principles that makes Open Source thinking so powerful. When you
push the decision-making responsibilities back to the people who have the information, and
you force accountability to those who should by rights be accountable, then you can naturally,
and without major cost or complexity reproduce the real-world scenario into an economic
system.
Achieving this in a digital currency creates an ultra-thin management system that enables
high scalability, and in short, will work.
That’s the secret behind true open source money . . . getting a system that reproduces the
REAL world and is as thin as conceivable, conceptually.
The same goes for technical matters, you want them as thin as possible too, but technical
matters are not the focus of this series.
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15. Top Down Credit Management
From this hypothetical trading scenario lets extract then, another fundamental error in many
Alt. Currencies – credit management. This concept of top-down, third-party [supposedly
neutral] Credit Management is our fifteenth Mistake.
First, as we’ve seen, the traders naturally/normally determine credit arrangements. I’ll now
consider this a given.

a credit limit, or an overdraft is a superimposed concept
Secondly, a credit limit, or an overdraft is a superimposed concept that does not match real
life scenarios in a trading situation. This is the same in both the banking world AND the Alt.
Currency world but the idea of a superimposed limit, or an overdraft is fundamentally flawed.
Socially it distances the traders from responsibility and financially it imports stress in several
ways.
Let’s go back to the fisherman to see how the real world works, then compare this back to
real money for that will teach us the way things SHOULD work.

After the fright they had with the rogue trader, the village meeting decides
that from now on there will be a rule. Anybody can buy three fish on credit
but no more than three (except for the rogue who has to direct trade with his
goods or he doesn’t get any fish).
Now, rules are made to be broken and human nature dictates that if accountability is lax then
conduct suffers.

Suddenly everyone realises that they can buy three fish, no matter whether
they have things to trade or not. The fisherman is happy because he sells all
his fish easily BUT when it comes to collecting, he runs into more and more
people who have over-extended themselves; he finds himself having extended
a little too much credit in some situations and he is left with quite a bit of
bad or dubious debt. He also finds that some people with a big family are not
happy that they can only buy three fish but they need more and they would
have been good for it whereas others weren’t. Some tried to buy three fish and
could only eat one and the others went rotten within two days. Others found
that they could buy fish and sell for profit from others less lucky.
All this came about because of a centralised credit management system, supposedly the best
way to handle credit situations . . . but the Fisherman knew what worked before.

“I’ve had enough of all your credit management rules! I was lazy and made a
big mistake to think that a rule was going to be better than being responsible
myself,” he said one day. “I’m going back to making my credit decisions. It’s
my money and if I say this man is good for five fish and he can pay me back
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the next day with bananas, and he’s running late and takes a couple of days to
get them for me then that’s on my shoulders.” The people agreed.
Taking back the management of debt to the two traders is the natural way that works in the
real world. Anything else is destined to bring strife, encourage irresponsible conduct and
defaults will increase as a direct result. Pushing credit management to those directly
responsible is the way to create the cleanest currency possible.
Yes, there needs to be systems to match real-life but the principle is to match real-life as
closely as possible to achieve sustainability and scalability.
16. Confidentiality is Highly Conditional
While not so much a philosophical issue, handling information from a confidentiality
perspective is a tricky matter.
In a nutshell making information public (transparent) is not a binary decision. Many argue
about it or end up trying to make an either/or matter out of it. It’s not.

making information public (transparent) is not a binary decision
Without going into the whys and wherefores, There is a grid matrix of factors that determine
the suitability of sharing information. First you have the authorities who have a right under law
to access certain financial information. This right is defined in the laws of each sovereign
state but is gradually moving into the arena of international law. Watch as more and more,
tentacles of globalisation affect ones’ right to privacy across the globe. Essentially though, the
matter of confidentiality has to be addressed within any currency system FIRST and foremost
with the authorities.
Then there are different, sometimes conflicting priorities between many parties in regards to
confidentiality of information. Opening the entire system to public viewing (the principles of full
Open Sourcing) will not facilitate trade from guys who want to pick up a girlie picture-book
without their wife’s knowledge. Likewise the boys in blue might want to know what you are
doing sending regular payments off to Colombia and you may not want them to know.
One should know or have access to certain information prior to a sale. This should include
transaction history of some sort sufficient to assess credit risk and/or capacity to pay but this
is not a one-size-fits all where a system of rules works. One needs to know information about
another trader’s defaults in order to assess credit issuance but this need not be public or in
detail. Sometimes though it should be.

all information should be assessed in realtime
And to be quite pedantic about it, all information should be assessed in realtime, whether
someone is in default, or attempting to obtain credit for fraudulent purposes.
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My philosophical approach to this issue recognises first that there is a combination of
technologies, people, systems and rules (legislative environments) but that it is always best to
push decision-making DOWN as far as possible, not UP, as this best reproduces the way the
real world works. Of course this is the heart of Open Source thinking.
To recap – confidentiality is NOT a binary situation, which is why both the Bitcoin (at one end
of the spectrum) the Legal Tender systems (in the middle requiring information to be
controlled by a third-party banker) and Social Media voting forms of credit-making decisions
(the other end of the spectrum) all have issues with confidentiality.
17. Zero-cost money is a pipedream
There is a big mistake in the Monetary Reform community surrounding the concept of
interest-free money.
Zero-cost money is a mirage [a fallacy/pipedream] because the costs outlaid to achieve zerocost money ends with a net loss. Golfers know that you have to putt the golf-ball PAST the
hole to get it INTO the hole. Anyone who plays or coaches a sport with a bat and a ball knows
that you don’t hit the ball, you have to hit THROUGH the ball. In rugby you don’t stand
passively and await a runner with the ball to bowl you over. You don’t even meet an opposing
force with like-force. You have to produce a greater force to achieve your purpose and bring
another player down. In chess you don’t just defend or protect your pieces, for that simply
ends in a stalemate at best, you have to aim to win.

efforts to achieve zero-cost money are predestined to failure
Likewise any efforts to achieve zero-cost money are predestined to failure. The solution is not
to try to REMOVE interest from the money equation, it is to INVERT that principle of interest
payable to the bankers and actively pay commissions to users on the use of money. We’ll
leave the HOW for now – and yes, there IS a simple and natural way to achieve this, of
course!
Like anything profound, this is a relatively simple concept at the end of the day but there are
too many questions for people stuck in the current paradigm that they often can’t see it.
Suffice to say that it is perfectly possible to create a pure Mutual Credit currency that simply
inverts the principle of interest payable to bankers and pays commissions on use of Mutual
Credit based currencies to those who deserve it. In such a situation the WIIFM issue is
addressed, something that has totally confounded and frustrated the industry since its
inception.
Keep reading if you don’t believe me, but we’re almost done for now, so I’ll get all patronising
and preach on the last Mistake I see . . .
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18. Shallow, Partial Thinking
I want to encourage Monetary Reformers to consciously dig deeper and think wider than they
have to date. Hopefully these snippets of wisdom have helped you do that already but no
matter how far they go, nobody ever gets there . . .
There are many stories in the bible of people climbing a mountain, conquering lands, listening
to God and even doing great things and then sitting back thinking that they have made it.
Some of them actually got a good growling for not going deeper, or further than they did too!

Life is a journey and not a destination
I see the Monetary Reformers struggling with this issue all the time. Life is a journey and not
a destination. I’ll give you examples of how this limited mentality works in specifics from what
we’ve already covered thus far and then take a moment to stretch you into the future.
1.

We work out that something is wrong with the global economic systems so we try to
bring ownership of the banks into the Public domain, but we stop researching and fail to
realise that even this action will still eventuate with compounding interest!

2.

We see that there is a problem with fiat currencies and scream for gold backing, yet fail
to push through and work out that the same people own the banks AND the gold supply.
Even is we learn this, we still don’t truly grasp the significance of this!

3.

We know that Mutual Credit is the natural and therefore best form of currency but we
reproduce Trade Exchanges and Community Currencies that are all proven NOT to
work, and fail to push through with solutions to what Traders actually want – NOT
another network they have to join!

4.

We understand that the entire monetary system is flawed, and will crash, but we peg
our new Mutual Credit systems to it!

And it goes on an on . . .
There are things that we can do, feel good about, yet not take them far enough because we
haven’t stopped and thought them through properly. Here are some for the future.
We’ve established that a Mutual Credit system is best; we have a working system – can you
take it international? Was it designed to go international in the first place?
Was it designed to go international in the first place?
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We’ve established that paying commissions is a viable method of rewarding users/members
and have done this in our commercial Trade Exchange for introductions (referral fees) but
have we gone further to put this into overdrive and paid commissions on turnover? And now
to put the whole thing on steroids, what about paying members MOST/ALL of the
commissions and turning your learning into REAL progress with a member-owned cooperative business model. Don’t say, “Crazy!” or, “It can’t be done!” because it IS being done
and it DOES work for some.
Now if you’ve established a way to pay commissions, why not pay back two levels, or three,
or more? Amway does this with their income streams don’t they?
If you have something that works under your brand, have you thought of White Labeling it
and giving it to others to use? There’s excellent precedent for doing this in many business
sectors. Why not with currencies?
There’s an enormous change afoot in this sector, yet the Monetary Reformers are limited in
their thinking largely to the present and current paradigms. Mixing and matching existing
technologies, with sound principles to meet real needs however creates the opportunities.
In Summary
I recommend that Open Source thinkers let the financial system implode and be prepared to
move WHEN the trouble happens, for this is the time that the demand will occur.
TPTB believe what they are doing is OK; the Monetary Reformers think they know better but
for most of the world they simply don’t care about such matters.
Credit should be issued and managed by the traders who are closest to the realtime
information. If they are accountable then this will be a natural situation.
Confidentiality decisions are tricky and conditional; zero-cost money is a mirage, and we
should all be looking to push ourselves beyond our current paradigms, stretching our thinking!
Congratulations on getting through this far!
In my last post in this series I summaries everything, taking this list of negatives (Mistakes)
and putting it beside my positive prescription for a Perfect Traders' Currency, the one I
shared in October 2014. Little surprises that there is a broad match.
This is important for it dovetails into a practical solution that I developed, Club Credits. It’s
one thing to pontificate about the theory; it’s quite another to push that into a practical
solution. I’ve done that and you will be able to see how they all dovetail together next.
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POST 5 - Summary & A Solution
In this post (the last of a series detailing the Mistakes of the Monetary Reformers) I wrap-up,
listing the ten goals in my post The Perfect Traders’ Currency; listing the 18 Mistakes from
these posts and summarising the key points.
I then show how the ideal solution works in a practical sense, briefly discussing the key
components of Club Credits, a currency deliberately designed and built from these very
ideals.
Designing a Currency
The design of a currency is not a simple matter, for you have differing value systems,
objectives and interests. Your starting point and objectives need defining, hence my theses.
The best example of a perfect currency for some is the one the world uses at the moment. It
has been well-developed over centuries and achieves its purposes for its owners VERY well
– power and wealth consolidation. It is perfectly sustainable by simply moving the decimal
place and continuing to print money. If or when the people rebel, then it’s simple to foment
war which if you profit from then hitting this ‘reset’ button is another consolidation technique.
A slight tinge of cynicism here and a little tongue-in-cheek, but accurate nonetheless!
Many of course want something different hence the Monetary Reformers.
I’ve taken the most pragmatic approach I can see. Approaching it all from the role of a Trader
gives me the viewpoint from lowest common denominator, for we are all traders at the end of
the day . . . families like the banana grower; a businesses like the fisherman; the rogue who
fraudulently ‘traded his hot air for fish'; even Granny who wants to ‘buy’ a fish although she
has nothing to trade for it except mercy.
I consider that the most accurate, most important and therefore wisest path is to plan for and
produce the “perfect” currency for a Trader.
This process dovetails into different subjects and disciplines but here are some of the
considerations:


The Open Source thinking movement has take most industries by storm as People
Power has usurped ‘OWN & CONTROL’ business. Open Source currencies owned by
and for the people have yet to seriously challenge the status quo. When and how they
will do this, is largely an unknown quantity. Many would give their eye-teeth to know and
understand how this will happen and how they can profit from this. I have here, given the
important beginnings to be able to answer that question.
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There are religious and spiritual matters involved. The Islamic (and other faiths’)
prohibition of usury; the New Age belief systems that consider future ‘good’ leadership
and/or global consciousness change and the Christian predictions of coming collapse of
society through implosion of the political/commercial/financial system. Discounting the
power of matters of belief/faith to understand and address peoples’ needs and concerns
is foolishness, regardless of our own beliefs. Mutual Credit systems alone comply with all
mainstream religious instruction.



The greed/growth imperative that affects abuse of the environment, where
sustainability is traded for the wants of the ‘now’ is a human nature factor. While it is a
hot topic at the moment in political circles and therefore shows manipulation by vested
interests, the underlying principle of looking after our planet and leaving the world in a
better place than we found it is widely accepted to be ‘good’ and ‘right’. It’s solid
economics too.



The logic of mathematics and financial analysis are both constraints and guidelines.
Compounding Interest for example conforms to mathematical rules. Likewise monetary
stability can be achieved with Mutual Credit systems.



Geo-political and business interests affect the design. If a region wishes to promote
itself above and beyond its neighbours, for example a Regional Currency may suit. A
business may introduce its own currency to achieve commercial benefit. Interest groups
of all manner may compete for their currency dominance. “May the best currency win!” I
hear you mumble!

Mistakes of the Monetary Reformers
The problems I’ve detailed so far, summarised are:
1.

Money is NOT and can never be a commodity. It is simply a record of debt.

2.

Pegging to a mainstream, manipulated, inflating currency dooms any alternative
currency to the same destruction as the one its pegged to.
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3.

It is traders alone who value a currency, at the point of each trade.

4.

Interest may compound, de-stabilise, be immoral etc but it works, consolidating wealth
and power.

5.

Failing to adequately address the “WIIFM factor” cripples a currency from the outset.

6.

Ego [self-interest] kills goodwill.

7.

The backing of a currency is always TRUST, not a commodity itself.

8.

It is impossible to manage a pure currency.

9.

Usage doesn’t determine the function of a true currency.

10. Creating networks solves a non-existent problem.
11. Networking currencies introduces more problems than it solves.
12. Open Source thinking will only replace current systems when they implode.
13. Everyone thinks they’re right.
14. The seller should be the one determining credit terms.
15. Credit management from the top will always fail.
16. Confidentiality is conditional – it’s not a binary issue.
17. Zero-cost money is a pipedream.
18. Shallow and partial thinking limits our vision.
The Perfect Solution
I’ve previously detailed the essence of the perfect “traders’ currency”. In my eyes will:
1.

Be an international floating currency – unpegged from internationally manipulated
financial systems – and thus independent from booms/busts/recessions/depressions.

2.

Be based on Mutual Credit – free money; interest free credit.

3.

Use modern technologies – Internet/Mobile technologies are ubiquitous and efficient.

4.

Distribute decision-making to the traders – credit management by the people for the
people.

5.

Require contiguous lines of trust – thus requiring personal introduction and providing
accountability.
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6.

Be owned by the commons – this is my philosophical ideal.

7.

Be an Open Source technological solution – this is my philosophical ideal.

8.

Reward the participants who create value – commissions on sale paid to those who
introduce/sell the currency.

9.

Scale that passive income to the maximum – commissions to multiple levels of
introduction.

10. Handle transparency in a conditional manner – some information will be available to all
people at all times but certain information will only be available to certain people at
certain times.
Commentary
The problems I’ve identified broadly correlate to the solutions I’ve provided, but not directly so
let’s go through them together now . . .

a) Understanding the Big Picture
Understanding the true nature of money is the biggie. We are all locked into the deception
money is a commodity (a thing) when it is really only a RECORD of DEBT. We are
conditioned to think that we need money [from the banking system] in order to trade. It’s not
true. Any alternative currency can be used in a complementary manner and Mutual Credit
systems can provide potentially unlimited capital in order to trade. We as a ‘modern’ society
believe that paying (and receiving) Interest is normal and necessary. It’s neither and is a
prime tool used to ensure our enslavement. We think that money has to be issued, managed
and controlled. It doesn’t when we understand what it is and [much more importantly] HOW
we can use our own credit to facilitate trade.

b) Currency Structure
A currency that is based on Mutual Credit (i.e. without Interest) has inherent stability.

c) Pegging a Currency
When we peg our Alternative Currencies to the International Legal Tender currencies we
trade stability for convenience but this is the blind leading the blind straight on to destruction.
Any stable currency MUST be a floating international currency unpegged from any other
sinking ship.

d) Trust Backs a Currency
The backing of a currency is only ever trust. Any true currency must respect, enable and
bring trust down to the lowest level possible, to the people who know and trust each other –
the traders. No THING can be ever used as backing for a true currency – neither the
reputation of a government, the word of a banker, no substance like gold or silver NOR any
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technological system or formula (like Bitcoin) can replace the trust extended between two
traders at the point of trade. Contiguous lines of trust enable systemic trust to occur. People
who know you, know that you will trust the person you introduced, especially when
accountability for credit decision-making (and defaults) is shared. Ownership in the Commons
is also desirable because personal ownership in something increases the responsibility
towards what is owned.

e) Valuing
It is only traders that can truly value a currency, at the point of trade. Traders want reliable,
accurate, factual, up-to-date information to use in their valuation process but this will only
ever be used as a guide. True valuations are determined at the point of trade, by the traders.

f) WIIFM
The reasons that people predominantly use Legal Tender cash/credit are because they have
to and/or it’s in their interests to – either it’s easier or more profitable. Real risk is perceived
as relatively minor when other ‘Lemmings’ around us all use it and trust it!
Generating traction in a currency (I’m not averse to traction BTW, it’s simply not a
requirement for a true currency) can be achieved by paying commissions on usage [issuance]
of the money. This taps into the WIIFM question and gives people a strong reason to use it.
There can be many more but this principle of paying commissions for the creation of money
(debt/credit) is a fundamental plank in the success of any sound, alternative currency. This is
where the merging of Open Source thinking and the banking sector conflict. We want free
money (commissions are a bonus) and they want to profit from us.
Simply inverting the ‘pay interest on freely created money’ to ‘paying commissions on money’
business model is hard to grasp at first but it is essentially sound in every way and perfectly
possible.16
Inverting the sales process to giving a user of a currency the tools and motivation to promote
it themselves to their existing trading partners creates intrinsic viral growth and removes the
need for a currency and its associated system to require promotion. This changes the growth
process from a central organisation or individual having to promote/sell a currency to one
where people elect to use/buy the currency. It’s a subtle but crucial difference.
Offering the capacity to White Label the currency so that businesses, networkers, dealmakers
and others interested generates further motivation to use the currency.
Putting it all Together
I’ve detailed the 19 theses from which I have derived 10 objectives. I’ve discussed the 18
mistakes that I see the Monetary Reformers have made and explained the ideal. Let’s move

16

This is similar to for example putting VISA’s payment system on top of a simple Mutual Credit currency
system and then Open Sourcing it all so that VISA’s commissions were paid to the co-operative instead of
retained by VISA. There are also various ways to structure the system of reward to increase attractiveness.
More on that elsewhere though.
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into one example now that meets the criteria. I designed the currency Club Credits17
specifically to meet ALL the criteria that is needed to be a Perfect Traders’ Currency.
As a Perfect Traders’ Currency itself, Club Credits is of course an international floating Mutual
Credit currency. It is currently valued at (‘trades’ at) $8.00USD per credit – not because
anyone says so, but simply because the last traders valued it at this, thus this is a reasonable
benchmark for traders.
Ownership is in the Commons and operates through introduction thus having contiguous lines
of trust. Only people who know others can use the currency – you need an ID to trade. You
can ask someone for an introduction or if you have a Club Credits ID you can invite someone
else to trade.
You require a unique ID, an account name, your account password and country of domicile.
Once you have an ID, that’s it – you can trade via a web interface. Real-time statistics are
visible online. Third-party Apps using the API will become available in due course no doubt
providing analysis, management and reporting tools.
Club Credits deducts 5% at the point of sale (payable in C$) just like VISA does and allocates
that percentage by formula to first a Reserve Fund and then paying up multiple levels of
introduction. This is a motivator for usage and viral replication.
All credit decisions including allocation and default management are in the hands of the
traders. Secured and Unsecured Lines of Credit are differentiated. There are no arbitrary
credit limits on any account and decisions on allocating credit are made by the trader under
the simple rule of “normal lending criteria”. This is interpreted by the traders at the point of
trade. Defaults affect BOTH traders’ history and the immediate introducing party but not their
capacity to trade. The risk of decision-making outside of normal lending criteria can be spread
though P2P communications/support and/or C$ used as security.
Club Credits operates under a simple Charter with a Regulator that adjusts only big-picture
factors such as rates and formulas. The Regulator is precluded from interfering with any
transactions.
Confidentiality of data is conditional on a grid matrix relating to the situation – prior to trade,
after trade, in a default situation or not, who the accessing party is (the public or the traders).
Club Credits can be White Labelled through an API thus anybody on the planet can have
their own branded currency based on C$ (Club Credits).
Some Objections
Some of the common ‘objections’ to the Club Credits currency model with my answers are:


You’ll never be able to keep the crooks out.
The people I know and trust and introduce aren’t crooks. Anyone who introduces and

17

http://www.clubcredits.org/
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trades with a crook causing any loss to others will be known and exposed as one
forever. Peer pressure and online reputations are MORE secure than any Bank,
computer program or system devised by man. The simplest most effective way to keep
the cockroaches away is to just turn the light on!


There’s got to be a way to game the system.
Yes – you can lie to other people and steal from them, the same as bank robbers, and
white collar criminals do but you will be doing it to the people who know you and you will
be exposed literally the minute you default. Criminals choose unknown targets at a
distance in the dark – generally NOT in the open to their friends and colleagues. You can
create multiple accounts for multiple entities and steal from yourself and default to
yourself so all the world can see your gaming capacity if you really wish! Peer pressure,
the threat of exposure and contiguous lines of trust are the MOST powerful moderators
of immoral behaviour, especially online.



You can’t trust people to manage credit when they get the direct benefit of that
credit.
Says who? You trust a Bank Manager and politicians (whom you KNOW are lying and
stealing from the people) over someone who is simply wanting to trade with people that
they know and trust? Think it through again and ask yourself whether YOU would issue
yourself with credit that you knew you couldn’t honour if the whole world knew about your
conduct stealing from your closest trading partners. It is the SELLER who should have
responsibility for managing credit in conjunction with the BUYER based on the facts and
as much information as is needed to make a quality decision. Not some highly
corruptible unknown sitting in a suit and tie in a corporate office behind a computer –
sorry! Are you one of those people who predicted that nobody would contribute to Open
Source software and that it “wouldn’t work”?



Paying commissions up multiple levels is like Amway. It is immoral [or worse].
No problem . . . then just use the cash economy instead and PAY interest that
compounds and PAY VISA their commissions on money that your government borrows
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from private bankers, paying interest and enslaving you and your country when there is
no need. They also actively try to hide that fact and deceive you about the amount of that
debt – talk about immoral! The people who extend their own credit through using Club
Credits however pay a percentage of their trade to those who introduced them and the
ones who did the work benefit from doing so. Simple. Smart. Fair. And because the
commissions come from within the value of the transaction and are not ADDED like
Interest actually is in your economy, the Club Credits currency system is stable and not
inflationary – unlike all Legal Tender.


The floating rate will be unstable if it’s not managed/controlled thus causing lack
of confidence.
On the contrary, the USD is managed and controlled and is losing confidence hand over
fist. The value of a true floating currency is determined by the traders moment by
moment and IS stable for the very reason that it is NOT controlled, managed or
manipulated! Without inflation, one fish can equal one bunch of bananas can equal one
Club Credit forever. Try going back even a couple of decades and buying a McDonald’s
burger for the same price with today’s money. You’re deceived!



You clearly don’t understand the realities of a Trade Exchange or Community
Currency. There are management issues of members, of health of the economy
which needs to be managed properly as well as human overheads.
You don’t understand what a true currency is. A currency does not have members or
overheads or an economy that needs micro-managing. A true currency is just that – a
currency. Club Credits has rules for transactions and provides an API for trading
platforms to connect and enable trading. It is not a Trade or Barter Exchange. There are
registered users who have an ID but there are no ‘members’ and there are no
management functions.



You’re going to get pockets and holes and financial imbalance if you don’t
manage the credit limits and usage.
No, on the contrary. Problems in all Alternative Currencies (based on Networks and
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memberships) occur BECAUSE they are managed networks sitting ‘on top’ of Member
Traders. The sorts of problems you mention here occur because the Traders cannot
trade with whom and when they want to. Club Credits is only used between Traders
whom KNOW each other and want to trade with. When a Trader wants to trade
internationally or with the C$ currency THEY are the ones who introduce and promote
C$, thus [assuming no defaults] you always have an balancing of trade debits/credits –
inherently stable by design and scalable.


If it’s owned in the Commons it is in the Public Domain and Open Source means
that anyone can copy it and clone it and go into competition with you.
That’s right! You understand this perfectly. I don’t have a problem with that, do you?
That’s how the Open Source world works – when you give things away people may use
them, but they may also make them better and help make the world a better place too!
The ones that use Club Credits benefit as much as they choose too! Remember too that
a true currency has no tipping point, nor any required critical mass for it ‘exists’ and
‘works’ from day one.



What if the authorities want to see the data? Who will give it to them?
All traders are identified by their ID and a country of domicile [a compulsory data field].
The authorities from the appropriate jurisdiction have the ability to request information
from the traders involved in a specific transaction. In the event of cancelled or
abandoned accounts or suspected illegal trading requiring data disclosure the
introducing party/parties have the capacity to authorise release of transaction details to
the appropriate authority. There is no central corruptible manager(s) ready to hand over
data to an appropriate authority.



It won’t be scalable.
Why not? Aside from technical matters [which I have deliberately left out of this series],
there is no reason why a billion people could not trade today and be perfectly happy then
trade nothing for the next ten years and still be happy. A true currency used between two
traders today is not affected by the trading volumes of others that they do not know
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about or of, except in a general sense to assess the health (i.e. value) of the currency.
The only thing that matters is the TRUST between two traders. The fact that the
fisherman gave a fish to Granny on the promise from her neighbour that she would do
something, sometime for him to the value of that fish has no bearing on the previous
trade that he did NOR the next one NOR on ANY other transaction.


You’re going into competition with all the other currencies out there. How do you
propose to market it and compete?
a) Shhh! But isn’t that what people want – and what a true currency is, competition?
b) People who want to use Club Credits can and will, the same as they can and will use
a USD or a Euro. If it’s in their interest to use it and promote it then great, if it’s not then
no big deal eh?
In Summary

There’s a lot more to Club Credits AND the to entire currency subject for those who are
interested. I’ve approached the subject in a logical way, stripping down the ‘academic-talk’
and the ‘philosophical’ to identify the basic building blocks, then come at the various subjects
in a practical, pragmatic manner for the solution.
I trust you’ve enjoyed working through these posts and that you have considered some of
these issues raised in deeper manner than before. If they are a new light to you, don’t be
afraid to let me know which ones helped you get the ‘grey matter’ working again.
If you have questions and are scratching your head a bit, I’m happy to respond as best I am
able. There are a whole host of “but what-ifs” that usually arise when coming to grips with
something so different but there’s always a logical, simple answer when we work together –
that’s the power of Open Source thinking isn’t it?
The next two chapters present my previous posts - the first, my original post on The Future of
Barter (July 2014) and the second, The Perfect Traders' Currency (October 2014).
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The Future of Barter
29 July, 2014
In this post I share the future of the Trade
Exchange (barter) Industry and explain why
the standard business model is essentially
unbiblical, and why, when we truly understand
traders, the barter industry will have to
change it’s business model to counter the
arrival of multiple currencies and settlement
systems. It won’t, so therefore while the rest
of the world will move on and away from ‘legal
tender’ currencies to alternatives, Commercial
Barter will continue to stagnate. It will always
have a presence and will perform a role, but it
will be severely crippled.
A friend in the barter industry called recently to discuss the future of the industry. My advice
was essentially that the industry has a structural problem confusing the role of an issuer of a
currency with that of a business generator. Thus it will be challenged increasingly severely
with the arrival of Bitcoin and other alternative currencies.
Just like the arrival of the Internet changed the global distribution systems from a controlled
(you must buy from our distributors – who will not share proprietary information like the
sources of manufacture or margins with you) to an Internet-based global information sharing
and sales system – so too will multiple currencies undermine the existing trade exchange
business models.

multiple currencies [will] undermine the existing trade exchange
business models
The way to understand this is to understand a trader and human nature.
In a nutshell traders will use whatever currency or settlement system they want. Bartercard
for example will attempt to secure all settlements between their members using their own
currency because they get commissions on turnover. Traders however will naturally assess
the various value of a Bartercard trade dollar or a USD or a Euro or a Bitcoin or any variant at
the time that they conduct a trade. They then use the currency that they think will return them
the best. Some of this will be pragmatic decision-making. Some of it will be greed-based.
Some of it will be wise. Some foolish.
While a Trade Exchange may peg their currency 1:1 against the local currency and bleat
about the fact that their currency is worth X, Y or Z, traders will always establish the true
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value amongst themselves. This is why people are dumping and will continue to dump the
USD as they see it devalue.
As a trader in New Zealand I, along with my trading partners always established the method
of payment independently of the trade exchange that introduced new business. I always
ensured that if a BBX client approached me that I conducted SOME business with the BBX
currency, as this was only fair to the Trade Exchange that had done the work introducing.
Thereafter however it was open slather and we would trade how the other trader and I felt
beneficial.
A hypothetical transaction may contain various components of trade and settlement terms. A
trader could easily say for a $5,000.00 trade, OK I’ll take $T1,250.00 on BBX, $T3,000.00 on
Bartercard, $500.00 worth of your goods (contra) and $500.00 cash. In this example the
traders could have valued the BBX currency a little lower than the Bartercard currency which
was itself a little lower than cash.
When a trader trades, they assess the value of the currency being used AT THE TIME OF
THE SALE and as it suits them. I traded with New Zealand Barter and valued it at 10c in the
dollar then as worthless at the end of its life. Most of the time I valued Tradecard/ITEX/BBX at
60-70c in the dollar and Bartercard anywhere from 80-90c depending on my own needs for
the currency at the time.
The point here is that a currency issuer (or any outside assessment agency) cannot usurp the
role of a trader to value a currency. We traders will make the final decision on valuation –
always!
As an aside, facts and reality may not be the most important component in the valuation, as
perception is more important than reality – thus the central banking cartel create the
impression that the USD is backed by something other than thin air; that one needs to use
the legal tender currency for commercial transactions (when it is only ever needed to pay
taxes); and that the charging of interest on borrowings is standard, normal and good (when it
is totally unnecessary, except for the benefit of the banking fraternity). This also explains why
Bitcoin (which is essentially just another form of tulips) can garner enormous support, and
why a plethora of other coins will all have their day in the sun but will all fail, eventually.

The solution . . . is to restructure a typical trade exchange
The solution for savvy operators in this space is to restructure a typical trade exchange to
separate the two components I’ve mentioned into their two separate functions. When a trade
exchange operates as an exchange (and not an issuer of a currency) it becomes a social
operation, not a financial or accounting one. Thus it creates value for its members by
initiating, facilitating and enabling trade. It could and I believe should charge for that service
and be rewarded for that service – be it face-to-face; Internet-based and/or localised or global
it doesn’t matter. What currency their traders then use doesn’t matter for the volume of
business has no bearing on the exchange’s income. Their services are rewarded for what is
actually provided.
The currency of choice then will be no threat to, nor concern of the true Trade Exchange.
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This is a significant change to status quo so will be unlikely to ever occur in practice because
of a closed mindset. The industry will most likely hunker down and protect their patches and
businesses and fight amongst each other for whatever business they can generate in the
coming turmoil.
The benefits of structural change to distance the two functions of marketing and a currency
are profound. From a Christian perspective, receiving commissions on turnover is a form of
theft; it is in the main ungodly and anti-scriptural. Capitalism is widely espoused as the natural
way of things. It’s not. It’s actually unnatural (although we’d be hard to see that in today’s
Western world) and engenders greed. The biblical principles that a man who works harder (or
smarter) gets more is balanced by the idea that this enables us to give, bless and help more.
Jesus teaches the errors of capitalistic thought when He talks about the different men all
receiving the same [subsistence] pay based on their need, not work on the work provided.
This is contrary to the idea that the man who is smarter deserves more for himself than the
man who is not, one of the founding principles of Western-style commerce.
Applying this principle into the barter industry then, the idea that a trade exchange makes
more commissions on a $1 million dollar trade than a $10.00 trade for the same amount of
work, can be seen to be fundamentally immoral when an introduction is an introduction is an
introduction. Sure this idea may be obnoxious to some and is uncommon in Western society
but the core principle is that a business based on greed must fight with others to build and
protect its income sources. Such rich pickings are indeed an attractive target for alternative
solutions.
The danger of the existing business models is that should some currency come along that is
more attractive to the traders than (for example) the Bartercard Trade Dollar, then they are
enormously exposed. Worse than that, it will be their top traders who will take-up first and
most aggressively. The more that there is something in it for them, the more aggressively
they will undermine the incumbent.
In a practical sense we can see this has happened over the years as various low-fee Trade
Exchanges have undermined the incumbents’ business. Countering the threat with “but you
can trust us more than them” (the only real option available to the incumbent) works only as
long as the new guys appear to be new guys. The instant that a newer currency becomes the
payment method of choice, Bartercard et al will take major hits.
Should a currency arise that is trustworthy, easy to use, and have appeal to traders,
Bartercard members will still continue to trade in Bartercard Trade Dollars when it suits them
but will naturally prefer to use the newer currencies, be they Bitcoin, Bitcoin eqauivalents
clones or other developments. The take-up of the Euro is an example of this type of transition
in the legal tender world but the cat is now out of the bag in currency circles and the world
post-Bitcoin is now a very different beast, young and virile!
This threat is not just an idle one or a theoretical one. The floating international Mutual Credit
currency that I established (Club Credits) is just one option that could seriously undermine the
incumbents’ income streams. In the face of this threat (of any number of viable alternative
currencies) they only really have two options that I can see:
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1. Ignore it, fight it, hunker down and hope for the best. Attempt to sell more
memberships to cover their losses in trade volume as a result of the new currencies/threats
and remain an old-school business model doing things the way they’ve always done within
the new business environment
2. Accept the threat and engage with the new currencies in various ways that assist their
members and from which they can still profit somehow. This may include offering different
membership offerings that actively include alternative settlement currencies and/or putting
their own currencies outside of their membership systems.
The Barter industry is not dead, it never will be. There will always be people setting up
traditional Trade Exchanges getting their local communities support and making a buck off
them with their own currency. They will continue to come and go with monotonous regularity
as they build their members to the magical 300 number then succumb to the same ills that
most of them do then dissolve with most members holding an evaporating devaluing asset of
worthless Trade Dollars.
Meantime many currencies too will come and go. Bitcoin equivalents, clones and offshoots
that are set-up the world over all built on the blockchain technology that Bitcoin introduced
and proved will be the flavours of the decade. Most will fail and because all are based on the
bigger sucker theory – that they are a commodity because some bigger sucker will likely
come along later and pay more for it than I did – they too will be found in the end to be
nothing more than tulips.
There is nothing new under the sun!
Reverting to pure Mutual Credit, using the modern technology to enable it and to do so with a
floating international currency, with strong relationship-building is a solid business practice.
We’re back to the good-old days in the future!
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The Perfect Traders' Currency
7 October, 2014
In this post I give my theses for a perfect
[traders’] currency.
It’s a work in progress but enjoy, nonetheless.
In my first post in the Barter Series, I spelled
out my belief that Barter businesses will need
to adjust to accept multiple currencies.
Separating the currency from the marketing
and brokering sides of a trade exchange18 will
futureproof an exchange when the use of
multiple currencies becomes the norm, rather
than the exception.
This then raises the question, “So what is the
perfect currency?”
One can’t answer that question until one understands what the various starting points are . . .
here are mine:
The theses
1. Understanding the true nature of money is the second most important issue in life,
secondly only to the spiritual.
2. True money is best described as simply, “a record of a half completed transaction”, and
can therefore never be a commodity.
3. True money is always created and valued by traders at the point of trade, under the
terms agreed by the two traders at their point of trade.
4. All Governments are complicit with and subservient to the agenda of the privately
owned [for-profit] International Banking Cartel.
5. The charging of Interest [usury] is ungodly, immoral, compounds, consolidates wealth
& power and eventually enslaves.
6. Zero-cost money is a mirage [a fallacy/pipedream] because the costs to achieve zerocost money ends with a net loss.
7. Mutual Credit systems:
18

Lee Redinger has separated these functions still further in his advice to members of the Think Barter
LinkedIn Group. He suggests that the three functions of Advertising, Trade Brokering and Accounting should
be separated:
"A change that is overdue in the industry is the separation of service. Split out the three core functions
of the trade exchange – banking, advertising, and brokering. Make each them stand on their own hind
legs and charge separately for services used."
Lee is probably right, however I’m currently focussing on the currency angle as the most important to be
separated.
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a) Are the ‘natural’ way of the world,
b) Are fiscally ‘inherently stable’ by design,
c) Are infinitely scalable,
d) Are fully sustainable, and
e) Comply with all the primary monotheistic religious guidelines.
8. Human nature is such that rules are made to be broken; pressure to game any system
does and will always exist.
9. Credit decisions are best made:
a) By the people extending the credit,
b) Who are affected by the decisions,
c) Who are closest to the critical information, and
d) In the light of sufficient factual information.
10.
Credit-lines issued without repayment commitments encourage:
a) Greed,
b) Irresponsibility, and
c) Indebtedness.
11.
Commissions on sale of between 3% – 5% are widely accepted in the business
world.
12.
Defaults through death and adversity [excluding unusually large events] average
2% of trade volume in real-world trading scenarios.
13.
The backing of any currency is ultimately always boiled down to ‘trust’ in people.
14.
Anonymity encourages deception.
15.
It is human nature for individuals to want to protect their reputation.
16.
The ‘thinnest’ systems:
a) Are the most appreciated,
b) Generate the greatest benefit,
c) Have the greatest trust, and
d) [Outside of any active promotion] will naturally become ubiquitous.
17.
Self-interest is the strongest human motivator.
18.
Increased ownership in any currency (or system) increases respect for that
currency/system.
19.
Confidentiality issues surrounding a currency are not binary decisions but are
conditional.
Derivations from these theses
Given the above theses, the perfect “traders’ currency” in my eyes will:
1. Be an international floating currency – unpegged from internationally manipulated
financial systems – and thus independent from booms/busts/recessions/depressions.
2. Be based on Mutual Credit – free money; interest free credit.
3. Use modern technologies – Internet/Mobile technologies are ubiquitous and efficient.
4. Distribute decision-making to the traders – credit management by the people for the
people.
5. Require contiguous lines of trust – thus requiring personal introduction and providing
accountability.
6. Be owned by the commons – this is my philosophical ideal.
7. Be an Open Source technological solution – this is my philosophical ideal.
8. Reward the participants who create value – commissions on sale paid to those who
introduce/sell the currency.
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9. Scale that passive income to the maximum – commissions to multiple levels of
introduction.
10. Handle transparency in a conditional manner – some information will be available to all
people at all times but certain information will only be available to certain people at certain
times.
In future posts I will expand on some of these concepts and address aspects of Club Credits,
the practical solution I’ve developed, one that I’ve previously introduced in the concept,
Smarter than Barter ~ Better than a Bank and in more conceptual/intellectual detail The Race
to Zero.
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A Final Word
I have a final word to:
The Powers That Be
To TPTB and those integrated into the mainstream financial systems. Don’t worry about Club
Credits or the principles elucidated here for the moment. They are of course a potential threat
to your business model and income streams but we all know the mindset of “we the sheeple”
and you are probably perfectly safe for the moment.
These ideas will only really affect global commerce once you’ve been removed from the
scene!
Commercial Trade Exchanges
If you are not already structured to receive multiple forms of settlement (currencies), you
SHOULD be worried, very worried, for Club Credits or any true currency has the potential to
destroy your income streams in very short order. It's a serious situation for you.
I have explained this previously in July 2014, when I shared my thoughts on the Future of
Barter19 in the Barter Series20. It will only take one top trader in your trade exchange to start
using a true currency and the practice will spread through your memberships like a virus.
Think about it . . . why would one member trade with your currency that costs them fees to
you when they can just introduce Club Credits to another member, save fees AND make
commissions on that trade, and then forever?
It’s a painful decision to make but you should be distancing your marketing and networking
operations from your currency and building your income streams on the basis that you will
have your members wanting to use multiple currencies. Failing to comprehend this future
trend or fighting it will be the beginning of the end of your exchange.
All Monetary Reformers
To Alternative Currency advocates and those wanting to make a difference in the world . . .
you can do this, as you already know, with a Mutual Credit currency. There is nothing
stopping you using a better currency in your existing Networks, systems and centres of
influence. That’s the essence of BRIC’s offering to the USD clients – a better currency. That’s
the message of Bitcoin to Paypal and VISA clients. Likewise from those who see the benefits
of a true currency like Club Credits.
It’s been great sharing this all with you . . . see you in the trenches and happy trading!
19
20

http://www.dennis.co.nz/2014/07/the-future-of-barter/
http://www.dennis.co.nz/the-barter-series/
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About the Author

I am an author, blogger and IT Entrepreneur, born in
New Zealand but living, working and playing in Samoa
since 2009.
I walk the fine line between genius and insanity,
challenging anything that tries to deceive me as well as
anyone who says, "No! It can't be done!"

Put simply, I facilitate the possible, and
live to devise ways to do the rest

I don't know all the answers but I'm a thinker and
opinionated, fearless to speak it as I see it, no matter
the subject or consequences. I have been a truthseeker
from my earliest memories initially subconsciously, then
consciously the more I found the truth to be
extraordinarily elusive in this crazy mixed-up world that
we live in!
I've spent my career in the IT industry, always self-employed, moving my businesses over
three decades from hardware, through software and to the Internet.
I established the Web Developers Association of New Zealand in 2006, which helped our
members for some three years from 2006 to 2009 when I relocated to Samoa. I have
established various charitable and philanthropic activities over the years, and in Samoa, the
SWAP Foundation21.
My interest in money stems from decades of trading in various forms of it, being indebted to
those who dared (& deigned) to supply it to me and generally because I seemed to never
have enough of it!
I have two children who 'made it' and sadly, two that didn't quite. My son is married with two
boys of his own and my daughter has yet to experience parenthood so can and does travel
the world with abandon, mainly the USA & Canada.

21

http://www.swapsamoa.com/
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I am truthseeker first and foremost but if asked to quantify my faith I reply that, I am a nondenominational Christian. In a nutshell, this means that I avoid churches but not the Truth. I
do not actively proselytise but am not shy of sharing my opinions and experiences.

My writing and publishing consists of a series of eBooks on a range of subjects, IT,
philosophy, Samoan Tourism & culture and more, always spoken directly and from a
Christian perspective. In July 2014 I commenced a two-year
project to share my learning and engage with those interested in or
involved with Alternative Currencies.
My most recent publication is an investigative work tracking down
and highlighting the Australian conman, Daniel Evans, who
terrorised the commercial Barter industry for more than a decade.
His latest fraudulent commercial venture (Ormita) was forced to
close down shortly following my publication of The Ormita Report22
that (along with online exposure) listed and explained his
fraudulent activities in graphic detail.
First, Best & Worst
My first philosophical treatise was that "Life is simple, but that doesn't make it easy",
something that still rings true in my ears almost four decades later. Sometimes we get it right!
My greatest learning experience was to recognise as a truthseeker that was not an abstract,
rather a Person - and therefore required a relationship. As a result of that my biggest desire is
that at some point in the future I will hear the words, "Well done good and faithful servant!"
My worst moment of existence was when I was confronted in my early twenties with the stark
reality of who I really was, but the best moment was when I accepted it, then got on with living
in that knowledge anyway!
My most treasured characteristic is that if I believe in something, I never give up which
essentially means that I am an achiever but I'm told bl**dy difficult to live with! A "prickly
character" is what they say behind my back.
Thanks for reading this eBook!
Have a G-R-E-A-T day.

22

www.theormitareport.com
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